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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 – THE COMPANY – CODE OF ETHICS
As an Owner of a Surge365 Vortex website, I represent, warrant, promise and agree that:
• I will be courteous, respectful, honest and fair in all my dealings while acting as an
Owner, and I will perform my business activities in a manner that will enhance my
reputation and the positive reputation of Surge365. I recognize that the founders of
Surge365 have strong personal convictions regarding the ethical conduct of all Owners.
• I will not engage in any deceptive or illegal practice.
• I will make no claim for products, services or business positions of Surge365 except as
contained in official literature of Surge365.
• I will not misrepresent, or make any representations or warranties concerning, the
income potential of the Owner Compensation Plan. It is impossible to predict Owner

income. The success of an Owner depends on many variables, such as the amount of time
and effort committed to his/her business and his/her organizational abilities.
• I understand and agree that I am solely responsible for all financial and/or legal
obligations incurred by me in the course of my business as an Owner including selfemployment taxes, income taxes, license fees, etc.
• I understand that I am an independent contractor for all legal purposes and for all
federal and state employment and tax purposes. The Owner acknowledges and agrees that
they are not guaranteed any income, profits or success by virtue of independent
contractor status with the Company, and the Owner certifies that no such representations
or warranties have been made. Owners shall not make any false or misleading statements
about the business opportunity
1.2 – POLICIES AND COMPENSATION PLAN INCORPORATED INTO
AGREEMENT
These Policies and Procedures, in their present form and as amended at the sole
discretion of the Company are incorporated into, and form an integral part of the
Company’s Agreement with its Owners. Throughout these Policies, when the term
“Agreement” is used, it collectively refers to the Owner Applications and Agreements,
these Policies and Procedures, Company’s general commission plan, and Company’s
Business Entity Registration Form (if applicable). These documents are all incorporated
herein by reference (all in their current form and as amended by the Company from timeto-time in its sole and absolute discretion). It is the responsibility of each Owner to read,
understand, adhere to, and ensure he or she is aware of and operating under the most
current version of the Agreement.
1.3 – PURPOSE OF POLICIES
Reference is made throughout this document to the term Vortex Owner (“Owner”) of
which is more fully defined in the Glossary of this document. The Company offers its
products and services through Owners. It is important to understand that personal success
and the success of fellow Owners depend on the integrity of the men and women who
offer our products and services. To clearly define the relationship existing between
Owners and the Company, and to explicitly set a standard for acceptable business
conduct, the Company has established this Agreement. The Company’s Owners are
required to comply with the Agreement as well as all federal, provincial, state, and local
laws governing their business and their conduct. Please review the information in the
Agreement carefully. It explains and governs the relationship between the Owner, as an
independent contractor, and the Company. If there are any questions regarding any policy
or rule, do not hesitate to seek an answer from the Company.

1.4 – CHANGES TO THE AGREEMENT
Because federal, provincial, state, and local laws, as well as the business environment,
periodically change, the Company reserves the right to amend the Agreement and its
prices at its sole and absolute discretion.

By signing the Application and Agreement, the Owner agrees to abide by all amendments
that the Company elects to make. Amendments shall be effective upon publication in the
Companies back office.
The Company shall provide or make available to all Owners a complete copy of the
amended provisions by one or more of the following methods: (i) posting on Surge365’s
official website via the Surge365 Back Office; (ii) electronic mail (e-mail); (iii) fax-ondemand; (iv) inclusion in Surge365 periodicals; (v) inclusion in product orders or bonus
check mailings; or (vi) special mailings. The continuation of a Surge365 business or an
Owner’s acceptance of bonuses or commissions constitutes acceptance of any and all
amendments.
1.5 – DELAYS
The Company shall not be responsible for delays or failures in performance of its
obligations when performance is made commercially impracticable due to circumstances
beyond its reasonable control. This includes, without limitation, strikes, labor difficulties,
riot, war, fire, death, telecommunication failures, curtailment of a party’s source of
supply, or government decrees or orders.
1.6 – POLICIES AND PROVISIONS SEVERABLE
If any provision of the Agreement, in its current form or as may be amended, is found to
be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, only the invalid portion of the provision shall
be severed and the remaining terms and provisions shall remain in full force and effect.
The severed provision, or portion thereof, shall be reformed to reflect the purpose of the
provision as closely as possible.
1.7 – WAIVER
The Company never gives up its rights to insist on compliance with the Agreement and
with the applicable laws governing the conduct of a business. No failure of the Company
to exercise any right or power under the Agreement or to insist upon strict compliance by
an Owner with any obligation or provision of the Agreement, and no custom or practice
of the parties at variance with the terms of the Agreement, shall constitute a waiver of the
Company’s right to demand exact compliance with the Agreement. Waiver by the
Company can be effectuated only in writing by an authorized officer of the respective
Company. The Company’s waiver of any particular breach by an Owner shall not affect
or impair the Company’s rights with respect to any subsequent breach, nor shall it affect
in any way the rights or obligations of any other Owner. No delay or omission by the
Company to exercise any right arising from a breach shall affect or impair the Company’s
rights as to that or any subsequent breach. The existence of any claim or cause of action
of an Owner against the Company shall not constitute a defense to Company’s
enforcement of any term or provision of the Agreement.
SECTION 2 – BECOMING AN OWNER
2.1 – REQUIREMENTS TO BECOME AN OWNER
To become an Owner for the Company, each applicant must:
a.) If an individual, be of the age of majority in his or her state of residence.
b.) Reside in the United States, a U.S. Territory, Canada, Puerto Rico, Jamaica, Trinidad,
Tobago Bahamas, or Bermuda.

c.) Have and provide to the Company a valid Social Security or Federal Tax ID number.
d.) Agree to and abide by the Agreement.
e.) Submit a properly completed (online) Application and Agreement to the Company
including any required documents in support of business entity. Owners are allowed to
personalize their website with a site name. Owners receive Cash Rewards (hereinafter
referred to as “commission”) from Vortex Hotel and Cruise Customer bookings. Vortex
Owner commissions are a dollar match on their Vortex Customers savings.
f.) Supply the monthly subscription fee (plus any applicable tax and administrative fees)
for a website to book travel. Owners will not permit any other person to pay the hosting
fee on their behalf. The monthly subscription fee is automatically deducted in subsequent
months from the payment method used during enrollment or the payment method on file
if altered after enrollment.
2.2 – BENEFITS
Once an Application and Agreement has been accepted by the Company, the benefits of
the Vortex Owner are available. These benefits include the right to:
a. Sell the products and services offered on Surge365’s replicated website;
b. Receive periodic literature from the Company;
c. Earn cash rewards by building a network of customers who then purchase travel
2.4 – TALENT RELEASE
Each Owner hereby consents to, allows and grants Surge365 a perpetual, worldwide,
royalty-free and exclusive license to use, edit, modify and otherwise exploit (i) the name,
photograph, testimonials, statements, likeness, biographical information, title, positions,
voice, voices and biography and (ii) any film footage, video tapes, audio tapes,
recordings and interviews when created in connection with any Surge365 events,
promotion and/or conventions, to advertise, promote and publicize Surge365’s business,
products, events and/or services, in any form, format or media, whether now known or
hereafter devised.
2.5 – GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN OWNER
a) Owners shall not engage in communication between the customer and vendors and/or
suppliers, including but not limited to (1) changing the Company’s information with any
supplier or entity or (2) contracting with or disputing with any supplier on behalf of the
Company.
b) Owners are very restricted in how they may handle payments for products and services
from their customers and the following rules must be adhered to and will be strictly
enforced:
i.) Owners may never accept cash from a customer for the sale of travel related goods,
under any circumstance.
ii.) For travel related products; Checks, cashiers checks or money orders from the
customer are acceptable only if they are made out to the Company directly from the
customer. Failure to mail said payments in a timely manner may cause late fees or
cancelled bookings. Any resultant costs will be the sole responsibility of the Owner.
iii.) A customer’s credit card information may never be accepted by the Owner for
payment on ANY service or product. For travel related products, a customer should
purchase directly online and enter their own personal payment information. An Owner

may never complete a transaction on behalf of a customer. Under no circumstances
may an Owner process a customer’s credit card through their own merchant account,
PayPal, or other processing account. Failure to comply will result in disciplinary action.
Owners should never use their personal funds to make payments, or make up for a
shortfall in costs or late deposits by a customer. Violation of payment policies may
result in disciplinary action, which may include prosecution.
2.6 – TERM AND RENEWAL OF OWNER WEBSITE
The term of the Owner Agreement is month-to-month from the date of its acceptance by
the Company.
SECTION 3 – OPERATING YOUR BUSINESS
3.1 – ADHERENCE TO COMPANY’S COMPENSATION PLAN
Owners must adhere to the terms of the Company’s commission plan as set forth in the
Company’s literature.
3.2 – ADVERTISING – GENERAL
All Owners shall safeguard and promote the good reputation of the Company and its
products and services. The marketing and promotion of the Company, Company’s
products and services shall be consistent with the public interest, and must avoid all
discourteous, deceptive, misleading, unethical or immoral conduct or practices. To
promote the products and services the Company offers, Owners must use only the
promotional materials and sales aides produced by the Company. The rationale behind
this requirement is simple: The Company has carefully designed its services, products,
product labels, and promotional materials to ensure that each aspect of the Company is
fair, truthful, substantiated, and complies with the vast and complex legal requirements of
federal and state laws. If Surge365 Owners were allowed to develop their own sales aides
and promotional materials, notwithstanding their integrity and good intentions, there is
likelihood that they would unintentionally violate any number of statutes or regulations
affecting the Company’s business. Accordingly, Owners must not produce their own
literature, advertisements, sales aides and promotional materials, or Internet Web pages.
The Company will limit purchases of any sales tools or aides to comply with the
exemption requirements set forth in any state law regulating business opportunities,
including Connecticut, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Utah and Washington. Additionally, the Company does not accept any
liability for products purchased or obtained from a third-party vendor. The Company
does not permit Owners to create side-businesses selling sales aides, business cards,
marketing websites or similar materials to other Owners of the Company. Should an
Owner have materials he or she would like the Company to review please submit
sample(s) via email to compliance@surge365.com.
Additionally, Owners are prohibited from making direct, indirect or implied medical or
other claims regarding the prevention, treatment, cure or mitigation of any disease from
the use of Company products. You may not:
1) Make any representation (oral, written or otherwise) about Company products which
violate the provisions of these Policies and Procedures.
2) Discuss or make warranties, representations or statements concerning Company
products in a manner that violates the provisions of these Policies & Procedures.

3) Use or distribute, for the purpose of marketing products or in promotion of the
Compensation Plan, materials which violate the provisions of these Policies &
Procedures.
4) Re-label or in any manner alter the label of any Company product. Additionally,
Owner must not repackage or refill Company products and must sell Company products
in their original, unopened containers.
5) Use third-party individuals, business entities and/or organizations in any deceptive or
misleading manner in connection with the promotion of Surge365 products.
3.3 – INTERNET WEBSITES AND E-MAIL COMMUNICATIONS
If an Owner desires to utilize an Internet Web page to promote his or her business, he or
she may do so through Surge365’s replicated website program only. No Owner may
independently design or have designed a website using the names, logos, or product
descriptions of the Company or which otherwise promotes (directly or indirectly) the
Company’s products. An Owner may not use “blind” ads on the Internet making product
or service claims, which are ultimately associated with the Company’s products. Should
an Owner register a Surge365 URL address or domain name linking to a Company site
with a search engine or other Internet advertising website the keywords cannot include or
incorporate vendor names, trademarks, individual resort property names, or misspellings
of the service marks for use in any form of search engine referencing. Additionally,
branded keywords must be listed as negative keywords on search campaigns. Owners
will be liable for any and all fines, damages, and other actions taken against the Company
for violations to this policy.
3.4 – E-MAIL COMMUNICATIONS – UNSOLICITED E-MAIL
The Company may periodically send commercial emails to Vortex Owners (e.g. weekly
newsletters or emails with information that applies to the conducting of business). By
entering into the Agreement, the Owner agrees to receive such emails, and may opt out or
unsubscribe at any time by using the contact information included in every email.
The Company does not permit Owners to send unsolicited commercial e-mails unless
such e-mails strictly comply with applicable laws and regulations including, without
limitation, the Federal CAN SPAM Act. Any e-mail sent by an Owner that promotes the
Company, the Company’s opportunity, or the Company’s products and services must
comply with the following:
a) There must be a functioning return e-mail address to the sender.
b) There must be a notice in the e-mail advising the recipient that he or she may reply to
the e-mail, via the functioning return e-mail address, to request that future e-mail
solicitations or correspondence not be sent to him or her (a functioning “opt-out” notice).
c) The e-mail must include the Owner’s physical mailing address, (i.e. not a P.O. Box)
and may not represent that the e-mail is originating from the Company or that the e-mail
is signed by any employee or officer of the Company.
d) The e-mail must clearly and conspicuously disclose that the message is a commercial
advertisement or solicitation.
e) The use of deceptive subject lines and/or false header information is prohibited.
f) All opt-out requests, whether received by e-mail or regular mail, must be honored.
g) Owners shall not make offers or solicitations in the guise of research, surveys or
informal communication, when the real intent is to sell products or services.

h) Owners shall provide individual consumers the option to terminate any further
communication between the Owner and the consumer and if any consumer requests
Owner cease communication, the Owner shall immediately stop communicating upon
such request.
i) Owners must abide by all laws and regulations regarding electronic communications.
j) Owners may not distribute content by use of distribution lists or to any person who has
not given specific permission to be included in such a process; spamming or distribution
of chain letters or junk mail is not permitted.
k) Owners may not distribute content that (i) is unlawful, harassing, libelous, slanderous,
abusive, threatening, harmful, vulgar, obscene or otherwise objectionable, (ii) could give
rise to civil liability, (iii) violates any applicable local, state, federal or international law
or regulation or (iv) describes the Company or and of its products and services in an
inaccurate manner.
3.5 – TELEMARKETING TECHNIQUES
The Federal Trade Commission and the Federal Communications Commission each have
laws restricting telemarketing practices. Both federal agencies (as well as a number of
states) have “do not call” regulations as part of their telemarketing laws. Although the
Company does not consider Owners to be “telemarketers” in the traditional sense of the
word, these government regulations broadly define the term “telemarketer” and
“telemarketing” so that an inadvertent action of calling someone whose telephone
number is listed on the federal “do not call” registry could cause an Owner to violate the
law. Moreover, these regulations must not be taken lightly, as they carry significant
penalties - up to $11,000 per violation for violation of the FTC’s Telemarketing Sales
Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 310 – and even harsher penalties in some states. Therefore, Owners
must not engage in telemarketing in the operation of their business. The term
“telemarketing” means the placing of one or more telephone calls to an individual or
entity to induce the purchase of the Company products or services. Cold calls made to
prospective customers or Owners that promote either the Company’s products or services
constitute telemarketing and are prohibited. However, a telephone call(s) placed to a
prospective customer or Owner (a “prospect”) is permissible under the following
situations:
a)
If an Owner has an established business relationship with the prospect. An
“established business relationship” is a relationship between Owner and a prospect based
on the prospect’s purchase, rental, or lease of goods or services from Owner, or a
financial transaction between Owner and the prospect within the eighteen (18) months
immediately preceding the date of a telephone call to induce the prospect’s purchase of a
product or service.
b)
The prospect’s personal inquiry or application to the Owner regarding a product
or service offered by the Company, within the three (3) months immediately preceding
the date of such a call.
c)
If Owner receives written and signed permission from the prospect authorizing a
call. The authorization must specify the telephone number(s) which Owner is authorized
to call.
d)
Owner may call family members, personal friends, and acquaintances. An
“acquaintance” is someone with whom Owner has had at least a recent first-hand
relationship within the preceding three (3) months. However, if Owner makes a habit of

“card collecting” with everyone he or she meets and subsequently calling them, the FTC
may consider this a form of telemarketing that is not subject to this exemption. Thus, if
Owner engages in calling “acquaintances,” he or she must make such calls on an
occasional basis only and not make this a routine practice.
e)
In addition, Owners shall not use automatic telephone dialing systems relative to
the operation of their Surge365 business. The term “automatic telephone dialing system”
means equipment which has the capacity to: (i) store or produce telephone numbers to be
called, using a random or sequential number generator; and (ii) to dial such numbers.
3.6 – UNSOLICITED FAXES
Except as provided in this section, Owners may not use or transmit unsolicited faxes or
use an automatic telephone dialing system relative to the operation of their Surge365
business. The term “automatic telephone dialing system” means equipment which has the
capacity to: (i) store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or
sequential number generator; and (ii) to dial such numbers. The term “unsolicited faxes”
means the transmission via telephone facsimile of any material or information advertising
or promoting the Company, its products, the marketing and compensation plan or any
other aspect of the Company which is transmitted to any person, except that these terms
do not include a fax: (i) to any person with that person’s prior express invitation or
permission; or (ii) to any person with whom Owner has an established business or
personal relationship. The term “established business or personal relationship” means a
prior or existing relationship formed by a voluntary two way communication between the
Owner and a person, on the basis of: (iii) an inquiry, application, purchase or transaction
by the person regarding products or services offered by Owner or (iv) a personal or
family relationship, which relationship has not been previously terminated by either
party.
3.7 BLOGS, CHAT ROOMS, SOCIAL NETWORKS/MEDIA, ONLINE
AUCTIONS AND OTHER ONLINE FORUMS
Vortex Owners may use online forums (hereinafter referred to as Social Media) to share
information about their Vortex website. Social Media is defined as any form of electronic
communication through which Vortex Owners create online communities to share
information, ideas, personal messages and other content. Examples of Social Media
include, but are not limited to discussion forums, blogs, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Craig’s List, Monster, Pinterest and YouTube. External website must not contain
disingenuous popup ads or promotions or malicious code. Decisions and corrective
actions in this area are at the sole discretion of the Company. When using Social Media,
all Surge365 SBAs must adhere to all policies described in the Agreement including the
below guidelines:
a) Social Media outlets must be used to contribute to the value-based goals of Surge365,
to share expertise and to further awareness within our communities.
b) Owners must use Social Media in a positive way and may never post negative
comments about Surge365, its employees, other SBAs, Vortex Owners, Vortex
Customers or other Direct Selling companies. Owners must respect others and their
viewpoints. Personal insults, discriminatory remarks, ethnic slurs, obscenity or other
negative references are not acceptable.

c) All Owners are personally responsible for their own posts and all online activity
related to Surge365.
d) Owners may link to their replicated website within a post.
e) Owners may only use authorized content on Social Media sites
f) Owners must adhere to the branding, trademark and image usage policies as described
in this Agreement.
g) Owners must not post copyright photos without expressed consent from the owner.
You may post, “pin” or repost photographs or videos provided through the Surge365
social media sites so long as the photo or video is not edited in any way. Descriptions of
the photo or video must be in accordance with this Agreement.
h) Owners may not post images of Vortex Customers savings nor may Owners make any
price guarantee or savings claims.
i) Owners may not represent themselves as an employee of Surge365 or as the corporate
headquarters nor may an Owner use any non-compliant verbiage in the title of any Social
Media page or domain address.
j) Owners must disclose their first name and identify themselves as an Independent
Marketing Representative or Independent Surge365 Owner should they be making a post
with regard to Surge365 or while acting as a Surge365 Owner. Anonymous postings or
the use of an alias is not permitted.
k) The Company name may only be used when followed by Independent Surge365
Owner (for example: James Johnson, Surge365 Independent Representative). l) SBAs
must ensure postings are truthful, accurate and professional. Misleading, deceptive or
false postings are prohibited. m)SBAs shall not communicate with anyone who places a
negative post against the SBA, another SBA or Surge365. n) SBAs may post approved
images of Membership and/or Vortex Customer pricing only. Surge365 approved savings
images are available on the corporate blog site at
http://wavebreak.surge365.com/category/ surge365approved/. Make More. Travel More.
Save More. ©2016 Surge365. All Rights Reserved. The Company reserves the right to
request posts be taken down which the Company deems as inappropriate and which may,
in the sole discretion of the Company, compromise or damage the reputation of the
Company.
Online auction sites are prohibited and should not be used to market, sell, advertise, or
promote the Company’s products or services. Owners must disclose their relationship
with Surge365 or identify themselves as a Surge365 Owner when making comments in
regards to the Company products and services on all websites, message boards, social
networking sites, blogs, etc. Offending SBAs will be subject to disciplinary action and/or
termination. You agree that you will immediately take down a non-compliant post and/or
site at the request of the Company. Appeals should be directed to the email address set
forth in the policy addressing dispute resolutions. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
provides the following guidelines to endorsements and testimonials: “Endorsements must
reflect the honest opinions, findings, beliefs, or experience of the endorser. Furthermore,
an endorsement may not convey any express or implied representation that would be
deceptive if made directly by the advertiser.” Although SBAs may not consider their
individual stories or testimonials to be endorsements, the new FTC Guidelines would
suggest otherwise. Under the new guidelines, an endorsement is defined as any
advertising message (including verbal statements, demonstrations, or depictions of the
name, signature, likeness or other identifying personal characteristics of an individual or

the name or seal of an organization) that would imply it is the opinion, experience, belief
or finding of a party other than the sponsoring advertiser. All SBAs should read and
become familiar with the FTC regulations, including these new guidelines, which can be
found on www.ftc.gov (FTC 16 CFR Part 255). Please report violations of the Social
Media guidelines to the Surge365 Compliance Department via email to
3.8 – DOMAIN NAMES AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Owners may not use or attempt to register any of the Company’s or third party’s trade
names, trademarks, service names, service marks, product names, the Company’s name,
or any derivative thereof, for any Internet domain name. Nor may Owners’ incorporate or
attempt to incorporate any of the Company’s or third party’s trade names, trademarks,
service names, service marks, product names, the Company’s name, or any derivative
thereof, into any electronic mail address.
3.9 – TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS
The Company will not permit the use of its trade names, trademarks, designs, or symbols
by any person, including the Company’s Owners, without its prior, written permission.
Owner agrees that the Company and its affiliated companies’ trademarks, service marks,
trade names, patents and copyrighted materials are owned exclusively by the Company
and/or its affiliated companies, and that use of such intellectual property by you shall be
in compliance with the Agreement. Owner will not promote his or her Surge365 business
or use any of the Company’s affiliated companies’ or any third party’s names, trade
names, logos, sales materials, trademarks, service marks or other intellectual property,
except in material as provided by the Company. The term “sales, advertising and training
materials” includes but is not limited to; written, audio, CD, DVD, and flash materials
and presentations as well as shirts, hats or other articles of clothing or accessories.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Owner understands that he or she is
prohibited from (i) using the Company’s, its affiliated companies’ and third parties’
trademarks and trade names in domain names, (ii) creating his or her own sales and
training materials and/or presentations that use the names, trademarks, logos or other
intellectual property of the Company, its affiliated companies or third parties and (iii)
creating any other materials that incorporate the Company’s names, logos, trademarks or
copyrighted works. Owner understands that unauthorized use or duplication of the
Company’s, its affiliated companies’ and third parties’ names, service marks, sales and
training materials or copyrighted materials is a violation of federal and/or state law, the
Agreement, and may result in termination of the Agreement. Each of the Company’s and
its affiliated companies’ names, trademarks and service marks (“Proprietary Marks”) and
copyrighted materials are owned by the respective Company and/or their affiliated
companies. The use of the Proprietary Marks and copyrighted materials must be in strict
compliance with the Agreement. Owner acknowledges that any right to use the
Company’s Proprietary Marks and copyrighted materials is non-exclusive, and the
Company has the right and sole discretion to grant others the right to use such Proprietary
Marks and copyrighted materials. Owner expressly recognizes that, as between such
person and the Company, any and all goodwill associated with the Proprietary Marks and
copyrighted materials (including goodwill arising from each Owner’s use) is directly and
exclusively to the benefit of the Company and is the property of the Company, and that,
on expiration or termination of these Policies and Procedures, no monetary amount shall

be attributable to any goodwill associated with Owner’s use of the Proprietary Marks or
copyrighted materials. This prohibition also extends to third party (e.g. travel vendors’)
trademarks. The Company does not allow Owners to sell any item of clothing, marketing,
advertising or training material, with or without the Company logos at any Company (or
affiliated companies) sponsored event, including the Company Convention or training
events without prior, written permission from the Company.
3.10 – RECORDINGS
Owners may not copy, produce or reproduce for sale or distribution or create derivative
works of products sold by the Company or any of the Company’s produced literature,
audio or video material, presentations, events or speeches, including conference calls.
Video and/or audio taping meetings and conferences of the Company is strictly
prohibited.
3.11 – MEDIA AND MEDIA INQUIRIES
Owners must not attempt to respond to media inquiries regarding the Company, its
products or services, or their independent business. All inquiries by any type of media
must be immediately referred to the Company’s Compliance Department via email at
compliance@surge365.com, without comment. This policy is designed to ensure accurate
and consistent information is provided to the public as well as a proper public image.
Owner must not utilize radio or television media for the advertising, distribution or
promotion of Surge365 products and services without the express written consent of the
Company. In the event that the Company does grant permission for the use of such
media, the Company has final authority on every stage of the production process with full
rights to all recordings.
3.12 – BUSINESS ENTITIES
A corporation, limited liability corporation (LLC), partnership or trust (collectively
referred to in this section as a “Business Entity”) may apply to be an Owner by
submitting its Certificate of Incorporation, Certificate of Organization, Partnership
Agreement, Trust Documents, FEIN or other organizational documents requested by the
Company (these documents are collectively referred to as the “Entity Documents”) to the
Company, along with a properly completed Business Entity Registration Form and W-9.
When an Owner enrolls, the Entity Documents, Business Entity Registration Form and a
W-9 must be submitted to the Company within thirty (30) days of the online enrollment.
(If not received within the thirty (30) day period, the Business Owner Agreement may
terminate.) The Business Entity Registration Form must be signed by all of the
shareholders, members, partners or trustees of the Business Entity (each a “Member”).
Members of the entity are jointly and severally liable for any indebtedness or other
obligation to the Company. To prevent the circumvention of any portion of this
Agreement, if an additional partner, shareholder, member, or other Business Entity
affiliate is added to a business entity, the original applicant must remain as a party to the
original Application and Agreement. If the original Owner wants to terminate his or her
relationship with the Company, he or she must transfer or assign his or her business in
accordance with this Agreement. If this process is not followed, the business shall be
cancelled upon the withdrawal of the original Owner. All bonus and commission checks
will be sent to the address of record for the original Owner. The Company may, at its

discretion, require notarized documents before implementing any changes to an Owner
business. Please allow thirty (30) days after the receipt of the request by the Company for
processing. Please note: If a check is not cashed within twelve months, the funds revert
back to the Company.
3.13 – CHANGES TO A BUSINESS ENTITY
A Vortex Owner may change its status under the same sponsor from an individual to a
partnership, LLC, corporation or trust, or from one type of entity to another. There is a
$25.00 fee for each change requested, which must be included with the written request
and the completed Business Owner Application and Agreement and Entity Documents.
Such changes shall be processed only once per year and must be submitted by November
30th to become effective on January 1st of the following year. In addition, Owners
operating their businesses utilizing a Business Entity must notify the Company of the
addition or removal of any officers, directors, shareholders, managers, members or
business associates of the Business Entity.
3.14 – CANCELLATION AND RE-APPLICATION
An Owner may change his or her Sponsor by voluntarily cancelling his or her business by
calling Customer Support at 618-655-2431 or by email to cancellations@surge365.com.
The Owner must then remain inactive for four (4) full calendar months. Following the
four (4) month period, the former Owner may reapply.
3.15 – UNAUTHORIZED CLAIMS AND ACTIONS - INDEMNIFICATION
Owners are fully responsible for all of his or her verbal and written statements made
regarding the Company’s products and services, which are not expressly contained in the
official Company material. Owner agrees to indemnify the Company and Company’s
directors, officers, shareholders, employees, and agents, and hold them harmless from
any and all liability including judgments, civil penalties, refunds, attorney fees,
investigation costs, court costs, or lost business incurred by the Company as a result of
unauthorized representations or actions. This provision shall survive the termination of
the Agreement.
3.16 – COMMERCIAL OUTLETS
Owners may not sell the Company’s products or services from a commercial outlet, nor
may they display or sell the Company’s products, services or literature in any retail or
service establishment.
3.17 – TRADE SHOWS, EXPOSITIONS AND OTHER SALES FORUMS
Owners may display and/or sell the Company’s products and services at most trade
shows and professional expositions (such as Home and Garden or Boat Show). While at
these events, marketing efforts must be confined to the registered Owner’s booth. Before
submitting a deposit to the event promoter, Owner must contact the Company’s
Marketing Department (compliance@surge365.com) in writing for conditional approval,
as the Company policy is to authorize only one Surge365 exhibit per event. Final
approval will be granted to those who submit an official advertisement of the event, a
copy of the contract signed by both the Owner and the event official, and a receipt
indicating a deposit for the booth has been paid.

Approval is given only for the event specified. Any requests to participate in future
events must again be submitted to the Marketing Department. The Company further
reserves the right to refuse authorization to participate at any function which it does not
deem a suitable forum for the promotion of its products and services. Approval will not
be given for swap meets, garage sales, flea markets or farmer’s markets as these events
are not conducive to the professional image the Company wishes to portray. Travel Trade
Shows (Industry events, generally sponsored by Travel Vendors), however, are treated
differently. Travel Trade Shows are strictly non-solicitation events. As a delegate at these
events an Owner is prohibited from selling travel, or advertising any of the Company’s
products or services.
3.18 – ERRORS OR QUESTIONS
If an Owner has questions about or believes any errors have been made regarding cash
rewards, bonuses, or charges, he/she must notify the Company in writing within sixty
(60) days of the date of the purported error or incident in question. The Company will not
be responsible for any errors, omissions or problems not reported to the Company within
sixty (60) days.
The Company is not responsible for errors on the booking engine where third party
suppliers are concerned, nor does the Company guarantee pricing displayed associated
with technical errors.
3.19 – GOVERNMENTAL APPROVAL OR ENDORSEMENT
Neither federal, provincial, nor state regulatory agencies approve or endorse any direct
selling or network marketing companies or programs. Therefore, Owners shall not
represent or imply the Company or its services or products marketing plan have been
“approved,” “endorsed” or otherwise sanctioned by any government agency.
3.20 – IDENTIFICATION
Owners are required to provide a valid Social Security Number (“SSN”), or a valid
Federal Employer Identification Number (“FEIN”) to the Company on the Application
and Agreement along with a fully executed W-9 if applicable. Upon enrollment, the
Company will provide a unique Identification Number to the Owner by which he or she
will be identified. This number will be used to place orders, and track cash rewards and
bonuses. Owner’s failure to supply a valid SSN or FEIN shall result in immediate
dismissal.
3.21 – INCOME TAXES
Owners are responsible for paying local, state, provincial and federal taxes on any
income generated as an Independent Contractor. If a Surge365 business is tax exempt, the
Federal Tax Identification Number must be provided to the Company. Every year, the
Company will provide an IRS Form 1099 MISC (Non-employee Compensation) earnings
statement to each U.S. resident who: (i) Had earnings of over $600 in the previous
calendar year; or (ii) Made purchases during the previous calendar year in excess of
$5,000.

3.22 – INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS
Owners are independent contractors and are not purchasers of a franchise or a business
opportunity. The Agreement between the Company and its Owners does not create an
employer/employee relationship, agency, partnership, or joint venture between the
Company and the Owner. Owners shall not be treated as an employee for his or her
services or for federal or provincial or state tax purposes. All Owners are responsible for
paying local, state, and federal taxes due from all compensation earned as an Owner of
the Company. Owners are not employees of the Company and are not entitled to workers’
compensation, unemployment benefits or any other employee type benefit from
Company or by virtue of his or her Owner status with Company. Owners have no
authority (expressed or implied), to bind the Company to any obligation. Owner shall
establish his or her own goals, hours, and methods of sale, so long as he or she complies
with the terms of the Agreement and applicable laws. The name of the Company and
other names as may be adopted by the Company are proprietary trade names, trademarks
and service marks of the Company. As such, these marks are of great value to the
Company and are supplied to Owners for their use only in an expressly authorized
manner. Use of the Company name on any item not produced by the Company is
prohibited.
3.23 – OWNER NAME
All Owners may list themselves as an “Independent Vortex Website Owner” in the white
or yellow pages of the telephone directory under their own name. No Owner may place
telephone directory display ads using the Company’s name or logo. Owners may not
answer the telephone by saying the Company name, or in any other manner that leads the
caller to believe he or she has reached corporate offices of the Company.
3.24 – INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Because of critical legal, monetary and tax considerations, the Company must limit the
resale of the Company’s products and services to prospective customers located within
the territories and countries that the Company has announced are officially opened for
business. Moreover, allowing a few Owners to conduct business in markets not yet
opened by the Company would violate the concept of affording everyone the equal
opportunity to expand internationally. Accordingly, Owners are authorized to sell the
Company products and services, and engage customers only in the countries in which the
Company is authorized to conduct business, as announced in official Company literature.
Owner may sell, give, transfer, or distribute the Company’s products or sales aides only
in the marketing material’s intended country. In addition, Owner may not, in any
unauthorized country: (i) conduct meetings; (ii) engage potential customers; or (iii)
conduct any other activity for the purpose of selling the Company’s products and
services.
3.25 – CONFIDENTIALITY
“Confidential Information” means any and all information the Company designates as
being confidential or which, under the circumstances surrounding disclosure, would
reasonably be expected to be or ought to be treated as confidential. Confidential
Information includes, without limitation, Owner customer lists and data, pricing,
technical information, research, development, procedures, algorithms, data, designs,
know-how, the marketing or promotion of any of the Company’s products or services, the
Company’s business policies, practices or operations, information received from others

that the Company is obligated to treat as confidential and information regarding the
Company’s respective parents, subsidiaries and affiliated agents. Confidential
Information also includes supplier commission percentages and related information,
commercial secrets, trade secrets, and any internal information of the Company’s.
Confidential Information is proprietary and confidential to the Company. It is provided to
the Owner in strictest confidence for the limited use of the Owner to support and to
further their business only. Owner hereby agrees that the use of the Company’s customer
lists or other lists or data constitutes a non-exclusive license between Owner and the
Company for individual limited use thereof, as more fully set forth below. Lists, data and
information relating to Owner or customers remain, at all times, the exclusive property of
the Company and must be returned to the Company upon request. Owners receiving such
a list, data or information, whether from the Company or from another source, agree:
a)
To limit the use of a list to the intended scope of the list and to exclusively
advance Owner’s Surge365 related business.
b)
To hold confidential and not disclose any portion thereof to any third party,
including, but not limited to, existing Owners, competitors, and the general public. Any
use or disclosure of lists, outside of those authorized, constitutes misuse,
misappropriation, and a violation of the Agreements, and will cause irreparable harm to
the Company.
c)
That, upon any violation of this section, Owner agrees that (1) the Company shall
be entitled, in addition to any other rights or remedies available to the Company at law or
in equity, to injunctive relief, enjoining such use under applicable national or local law,
and (2) He or she will retrieve and return to the Company all existing lists previously
provided.
d)
That intended or unintended misuse of a list, data or information may be cause for
termination of an Owner Agreement.
e)
That the obligations under this section will survive the termination or expiration of
the Agreement.
The Company reserves the right to pursue all appropriate remedies under
f)
applicable federal, state or local laws to protect its rights to the confidential information,
proprietary information, and trade secrets of the Company; and any failure to pursue such
remedies in one instance will not constitute a waiver of those rights by the Company in
any other circumstances. Owners agree that he or she will not use such lists, data or
information to compete with the Company or for any other purpose other than to promote
his/her Surge365 related business activities. If Owners are found to be in violation of this
section they may be subject to disciplinary action and, in addition, to all other rights and
remedies available to the Company at law or in equity, the Company may seek remedies
for compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive relief and for specific performance to
the fullest extent the law makes available.
SECTION 4 – REQUIREMENTS
4.1 – ADHERENCE TO LAWS AND ORDINANCES
It is the responsibility of the Owner to research and obtain information on local laws,
licensing or other requirements which may affect his or her business. Owners shall
comply with all federal, provincial, state, and local laws and regulations in the conduct of
their business. Many cities, counties and provinces have laws regulating certain home-

based businesses. In some cases these ordinances are not applicable to Owner because of
the nature of their business. However, Owner must obey those laws that do apply to them.
If a city or county official tells an Owner that an ordinance applies to him or her, Owner
shall be polite and cooperative, and immediately send a copy of the ordinance to the
Compliance Department of the Company for immediate review.
4.2 – DIVORCE OR DISSOLUTION
a)
If married persons or partners who share ownership in an Owner business obtain a
divorce or wish to dissolve their partnership, corporation or limited liability business, the
Company will continue to treat them pursuant to the controlling party being the
designated primary applicant at the time of filing of a petition in a court of jurisdiction for
divorce or dissolution, until such time as the Company receives written notice from both
parties or an appropriate court order directing otherwise. The written notice must be
signed by all parties and notarized.
b)
Divorced persons or dissolved partnerships, corporations or limited liability
companies must submit to the Company a certified copy of any legal judgment or decree,
or jointly specify in writing to the Company, as to ownership and/or how future
commission and bonus checks should be paid.
4.3 – ACTIONS OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS OR AFFILIATED INDIVIDUALS
If any member of an Owner’s immediate household engages in any activity which, if
performed by the Owner, would violate any provision of the Agreement, such activity
will be deemed a violation by the Owner, and the Company may take disciplinary action
pursuant to the Agreement against the Owner. Similarly, if any individual associated in
any way with a corporation, partnership, trust or other entity (collectively “affiliated
individual”) violates the Agreement, such action(s) will be deemed a violation by the
entity, and the Company may take disciplinary action against the entity.
4.4 – SALE, TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF A SURGE365 BUSINESS
Although a Surge365 business is a privately owned, independently operated business, the
sale, transfer or assignment of such a business entity is not permitted. On occasion,
Surge365 may grant an exception to this policy, which must be finalized and approved
and may include fees and limitations. The Compliance Department will, in its sole and
absolute discretion, approve or deny the sale, transfer or assignment.
If an Owner wishes to sell his or her business, the following criteria must be met:
a) Protection of the existing line of sponsorship must always be maintained to ensure
Surge365’s business continues to be operated in that line of sponsorship.
b) The buyer or transferee must become qualified as an Owner. If the buyer is an active
Owner, he or she must first terminate his or her original business and wait four (4)
calendar months before acquiring any interest in the new business.
c) Before the sale, transfer or assignment can be finalized and approved by Surge365, any
debt obligations the selling Owner has with Surge365 must be satisfied.
d) The selling Owner must be in good standing and not in violation of any of the terms of
the Agreement in order to be eligible to sell, transfer or assign Surge365 business.
e) The sale, transfer or assignment must occur six (6) months after the business was
obtained by the Owner.

f) Surge365’s administrative fee for this type of business transfer is $360 and must be
submitted to Surge365 with the appropriate supporting documentation. Prior to selling a
Surge365 business, the selling Owner must notify Surge365’s Compliance Department of
his or her intent to sell their business. Upon completed execution of the purchase and sale
agreement, the parties must submit copies of the same to the Compliance Department for
review, along with the business transfer fee. Surge365 reserves the right to request
additional documentation that may be necessary to analyze the transaction between the
buyer and seller.
The Compliance Department will, in its sole and absolute discretion, approve or deny the
sale, transfer or assignment within thirty (30) days after its receipt of all necessary
documents from the parties.
If the parties fail to obtain Surge365’s approval for the transaction, the transfer shall be
voided at Surge365’s option and the business transfer fee will be returned.
If the sale is allowed, the purchaser of the existing business will assume all the
obligations of that position of the selling Owner.
An Owner who sells his or her business shall not be eligible to re-apply as an Owner for a
period of at least four (4) full calendar months after the date of the sale.
4.5 – SEPERATION OF AN OWNER’S BUSINESS
The Company’s Owners sometimes operate their business(es) as husband-wife
partnerships, regular partnerships, an LLC, corporation, or a trust. At such time as a
marriage may end in divorce, or a corporation, LLC partnership or trust (the latter four
entities are collectively referred to herein as “entities”) may dissolve, arrangements must
be made to ensure any separation or division of the business is accomplished so as not to
adversely affect the interests of the Company. If the separating parties fail to provide for
the best interests of other Owners and the Company in a timely fashion, the Company
will involuntarily terminate the Agreement. During the divorce or entity dissolution
process, the parties must adopt one of the following methods of operation:
a)
One of the parties may, with consent of the other(s), operate their business
pursuant to an assignment in writing whereby the relinquishing spouse, shareholders,
partners or trustees authorize the Company to deal directly and solely with the remaining
spouse or non-relinquishing shareholder, partner or trustee.
b)
The parties may continue to operate their business jointly on a “business-asusual” basis, whereupon all compensation paid by the Company will be paid according to
the status quo as it existed prior to the divorce filing or dissolution proceedings. This is
the default procedure if the parties do not agree on the format set forth above.
c)
Under no circumstances will a Surge365 business of divorcing spouses or a
dissolving business entity be divided. Similarly, under no circumstances will the
Company split commission and bonus checks between divorcing spouses or members of
dissolving entities. The Company will recognize only the one, original business and will
issue only one commission check per the Company’s business per commission cycle.
Commission checks shall always be issued to the same individual or entity. In the event
that parties to a divorce or dissolution proceeding are unable to resolve a dispute over the

disposition of commissions and ownership of the business in a timely fashion as
determined by the Company, the Agreement shall be involuntarily cancelled. If a former
spouse has completely relinquished all rights in the original business pursuant to a
divorce, he or she is thereafter free to enroll under any sponsor of his or her choosing. In
the case of business entity dissolutions, the former partner, shareholder, member, or other
entity affiliate who retains no interest in the business must wait four (4) calendar months
from the date of the final dissolution before re-enrolling as an Owner. In either case,
however, the former spouse or business affiliate shall have no rights to any former retail
customers. They must develop the new business in the same manner as would any other
new Owner. Please note: If a check is not cashed within twelve months, the funds revert
back to the Company.
4.6 – SUCCESSION
Upon the death or incapacitation of an Owner, his or her business may be passed to his or
her heirs. Appropriate legal documentation must be submitted to the Company to ensure
the transfer is proper. Accordingly, Owner should consult an attorney to assist in the
preparation of a will or other testamentary instrument. Whenever a business is transferred
by a will or other testamentary process, the beneficiary acquires the right to collect all
bonuses and commissions of the deceased or incapacitated provided the following
qualifications are met.
The successor(s) must:
a) Complete and execute an Agreement;
b) Comply with terms and provisions of the Agreement; and
c) Meet all of the qualifications for the deceased or incapacitated Owner’s status.
Bonus and commission checks of a business transferred pursuant to this section will be
paid in a single check jointly to the devisees.
The devisees must provide the Company with an “address of record” to which all bonus
and commission checks will be sent. If the business is bequeathed to joint devisees, they
must form a business entity and acquire a Federal Taxpayer Identification Number. The
Company will issue all bonus and commission checks and one 1099 to the business
entity.
SECTION 5 – RESPONSIBILITIES OF OWNERS
5.1 – CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR TELEPHONE
To ensure timely delivery of products, support materials, and commission checks, it is
critically important the Company’s files are current. Street addresses are required for
shipping materials as UPS cannot deliver to a Post Office Box. If an Owner is planning to
move he or she must update any personal information via the “Back Office” function of
the replicated website or send the new address and telephone numbers to the Company’s
Corporate Offices to the attention of the Surge365 Support Department as applicable. To
guarantee proper delivery, two weeks advance notice must be provided to the Company
on all changes.
5.2 – NON-DISPARAGEMENT

The Company wants to provide Owners with the best products, commission plan, and
service in the industry. The Company values constructive criticisms and comments. All
such comments should be submitted in writing to the Company’s Support Department.
While the Company welcomes constructive input, negative comments and remarks made
in the field by Owners about the Company, its products or services serve no purpose
other than to dampen the enthusiasm of the Company’s other Owners. For this reason,
and to set the proper example, Owners must not disparage, demean, or make negative
remarks about the Company, other Owners, the Company’s products and services or
Company directors, officers, or employees.
5.3 – REPORTING POLICY VIOLATIONS
Owners observing a policy violation by another should submit a written report of the
violation directly to the attention of the Company’s Compliance Department. Details of
the incidents such as dates, number of occurrences, and persons involved should be
included. Any supporting documentation should be included in the report. Alternatively,
these reports may be e-mailed into the Compliance Department at
compliance@surge365.com.
5.4 – VENDOR CONFIDENTIALITY/COMMUNICATIONS
The Company business relationships with its alliances, vendors, suppliers, associates or
former employees within or outside the corporate workplace are confidential, proprietary,
and not to be circumvented by either the Owner or the vendor. Owner may not contact
any representative of any travel supplier or vendor of the Company. Owner shall not
negotiate with vendors or suppliers in any industry on behalf of the Company, including,
but not limited to, attempting to negotiate with any vendor or supplier for broker’s fees,
finder’s fees, commissions or any other fees for arranging a possible transaction between
the vendor and/or supplier and the Company. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event
Owner does arrange a transaction between the Company and a third party, such Owner
will not be entitled to any brokers, finders, commission or other fee from the Company or
any of its affiliated entities. The Company’s vendor commission levels are confidential
and proprietary and cannot be expressed to the public.
SECTION 6 – SALES REQUIREMENTS
6.1 – PRODUCT SALES
The Company’s commission structure is based on the sale of the Company’s products
and services to end consumers. In order to earn commissions, Owners must guide
customers to their website to book travel, purchase products, or to assist their customers
in limited fashion as outlined in these policies, (as well as meet other responsibilities set
forth in the Agreement) to be eligible for commissions. A customer may not be
abandoned under any circumstances while a transaction is pending; the Owner must make
themselves available for changes, cancellations or other questions or reasonable requests
from the customer. It is extremely important to utilize the services of the Support
Department if Owners or customers have questions about the purchase process. Feel free
to contact the Support Department at anytime for assistance or questions.
SECTION 7 – BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS

7.1 – BONUS AND COMMISSION QUALIFICATIONS
An Owner must be active and in compliance with the Agreement to qualify for cash
rewards. So long as an Owner complies with the terms of the Agreement and these
Policies and Procedures, the Company shall pay cash rewards in accordance with the
existing commission structure. Cash rewards are earned by Owners and payable only
upon completion of product purchased and receipt of vendor commission by the
Company. The minimum amount for which the Company will issue a check is $10.00. If
commissions do not equal or exceed $10.00, the Company will accrue the commissions
and bonuses until they total $10.00. A check will be issued once $10.00 has been
accrued.
7.2 – ADJUSTMENT TO BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS
Owners receive cash rewards based on the actual sales and completion of products and
services by the end consumers. When products or services are canceled no cash reward
will be paid, regardless of the reason for cancellation. The Company will deduct from all
checks issued a check issuance/data processing fee of $1.50.
7.3 – REPLACEMENT CHECKS
Upon request, Company will issue a replacement check for a lost or stolen check;
however, a $15.00 service fee will be assessed on any request made within twenty-one
(21) business days of the issue date of the check. Conversely, after twenty-one (21)
business days a replacement check may be reissued at no cost to the Owner.
7.4 – RETURNED COMMISSION CHECKS
The Company shall use their commercially reasonable efforts to ensure Owners receive
their commission checks. However, when a check is returned to the Company because an
Owner has moved without providing the Company with a forwarding address or the check
is returned or is not presented for payment for some other reason beyond the control of
the Company, the check amount shall be credited to the Owner’s account ninety (90) days
after its date of issue and will be subject to a credit maintenance fee. All payments and
credits from the Company that are not claimed or cashed within one (1) year of issuance
will be rescinded and remain the property of the Company.
7.5 – REPORTS
All information provided by the Company in online or telephonic reports, including but
not limited to personal and group sales volume (or any part thereof) is believed to be
accurate and reliable. Due to various factors including, but not limited to, the inherent
possibility of human and mechanical error; the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of
orders; denial of credit card and electronic check payments; returned products; credit card
and electronic check charge-backs; the information is not guaranteed by the Company or
any persons creating or transmitting the information. To the fullest extent permissible
under applicable law the Company and/or other persons creating or transmitting the
information will in now way be liable to any Owner or anyone else for any punitive
damages, direct or indirect, that may arise out of the use of sales volume information. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, the Company or other persons creating or transmitting
the information shall have no responsibility or liability to owner or anyone

else under any tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, products liability or other theory
with respect to any subject matter of this Agreement. Access to and use of Company’s
online and telephone compensation reporting services is provided to the Owner “as is”. If
an Owner has questions on the accuracy, they are advised to immediately bring those
discrepancies to the attention of the Customer Support Department.
SECTION 8 – REFUNDS AND INVENTORY RETURNS
8.1 – CANCELLATION GUARANTEE
The Company offers a 100%, five (5) business day money-back satisfaction guarantee on
license fees, marketing tools and/or sales aides to all Owners by calling Surge365 and
requesting the refund within five (5) business days of payment; provided, however, that
each is non-refundable thereafter. Contact Customer Support by calling 618-655-2431 to
make the request or email cancellations@surge365.com (please have the billing address,
Owner ID number and the credit card number used for payment when calling.
8.2 – RETURNS FOR RESIDENTS OF CERTAIN STATES AND PUERTO RICO
The following only applies to Owners who are residents of Puerto Rico, Georgia,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Wyoming and any other state that may require the
following:
a) An Owner in this multilevel marketing plan has a right to cancel at any time, regardless
of reason. Cancellation can be submitted in writing to the Company at its principal
business address, cancellations@surge365.com, or by calling our Customer Support
Department at 618-655-2431.
MONTANA RESIDENTS: A Montana resident may cancel his or her Owner Agreement
within fifteen (15) days from the date of registration, and may return his or her products
for a full refund within such time period.

8.3 – RETURNS FOR RESIDENTS OF OTHER STATES
Upon cancellation of an Owner Agreement, the Owner may return his or her sales aides
held in his or her inventory for a refund. Owner may only return product that he or she
personally purchased from the Company (purchases from other Owners or third parties
are not subject to refund) and which are in resalable condition (see Definition of
“Resalable” in Glossary below) and which have been purchased within one year prior to
the date of cancellation. Shipping charges incurred by an Owner when the sales aides
were purchased will not be refunded. If the purchases were made through a credit card,
the refund will be credited back to the same account. If an Owner was paid a commission
based on a product that he or she purchased, and such product is subsequently returned
for a refund, the commission that was paid to the Owner based on that product purchase
will be deducted from the amount of the refund.
CANADIAN RESIDENTS ONLY: All timely cancellations are effective when received
in writing by the Company so long as cancellation is received by the Company in
accordance with the terms below. For Owners in Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatchewan,
Alberta, Yukon, Nunavut, The Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, British Columbia,
Newfoundland, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, the following terms apply:
STATEMENT OF CANCELLATION RIGHTS/BUYER’S RIGHT TO CANCEL You
may cancel this contract from the day you enter into the contract until 10 days after you
receive a copy of the contract. You do not need a reason to cancel. If you do not receive
the goods or services within 30 days of the date stated in the contract, you may cancel
this contract within one year of the contract date. You lose that right if you accept
delivery after the 30 days. There are other grounds for extended cancellation. For more
information, you may contact your provincial/territorial consumer affairs office. If you
cancel this contract, the seller has 15 days to refund your money and any trade-in, or the
cash value of the trade-in. You must then return the goods. To cancel, you must give
notice of cancellation by writing to the Company’s Home Office at 6 Ginger Creel
Village Drive, Glen Carbon, IL 62034, via email to cancellations@surge365.com or via
fax at 618-659-9591. You must give notice of cancellation by a method that will allow
you to prove that you gave notice, including registered mail, fax or by personal delivery.
SECTION 9 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION & DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS
9.1 – DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
Violation of the Agreement, violation of any common law duty, including but not limited
to, any applicable duty of loyalty, any illegal, fraudulent, deceptive or unethical business
conduct, or any act or omission by an Owner that, in the sole discretion of the Company
may damage its reputation or goodwill (such act or omission need not be related to a
Surge365 business), may result, at the Company’s discretion, in one or more of the
following corrective measures:
a)
b)
c)

Issuance of a written warning or admonition.
Requiring the Owner to take immediate corrective measures.
Imposition of a fine, which may be withheld from bonus and commission checks.

d)
Loss of rights to one or more bonus and commission checks.
e)
The Company may withhold from an Owner all or part of the Owner’s bonuses
and commissions during the period that Surge365 is investigating any conduct allegedly
in violation of the Agreement. If a Surge365 business is cancelled for disciplinary
reasons, Owner will not be entitled to recover any commissions withheld during the
investigation period.
f) Suspension of the individual’s Owner Agreement for one or more pay periods.
g)
Probationary period during which time any further infractions of the Agreement
will result in termination of a Surge365 business.
h)
Termination of the offender’s Agreement.
i) Any other measure expressly allowed within any provision of the Agreement or which
the Company deems practicable to implement and appropriate to equitably resolve
injuries caused partially or exclusively by policy violation or contractual breach; or
j) In situations deemed appropriate, the Company may institute legal, including criminal,
proceedings for monetary, criminal and/or equitable relief exclusive of the procedures
outlined in Sections 9.4 and 9.5 below.
k)
The Company reserves the right to accept or deny any application or terminate
anyone for any reason such as past or current felony convictions, acts of moral turpitude
or other actions which would harm the reputation of the Company or its current
shareholders at the sole discretion of the Company.
9.2 – GRIEVANCES AND COMPLAINTS
When an Owner has a grievance or complaint with another Owner regarding any practice
or conduct in relationship to their respective businesses, the complaining Owner should
first report the problem to the Company’s Compliance Department at
compliance@surge365.com. If the matter involves interpretation or violation of the
Company’s policies, the Compliance Department will review the facts and attempt to
resolve it. If it is not resolved, it will be referred to the Dispute Resolution Board for final
review and determination.
9.3 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION BOARD
The purpose of the Dispute Resolution Board (“DRB”) is to: (1) review appeals of
disciplinary sanctions; and (2) review matters between the Company’s Owners. After the
response or settlement instituted by the Compliance Department has been denied or
otherwise remains unresolved, upon written request, the DRB reviews evidence,
deliberates, and responds to current outstanding issues on a collective basis. An Owner
may submit a written appeal within fifteen (15) business days from the date of: (i) the
written notice by the Company of disciplinary action; or (ii) the written decision of the
Compliance Department, as applicable, regarding disputes between Owners. All
communication with the Company and the Owner seeking resolution of a dispute must be
in writing and sent via U.S. Mail. It is within the DRB’s discretion whether a claim is
accepted for review. If the DRB agrees to review the matter, the DRB shall schedule a
hearing within ten (10) business days of receipt of the written request. All evidence (e.g.,
documents, exhibits, etc.) Owner desires to have considered by the DRB must be
submitted to the Company with the written request for a review with the DRB. The
decision of the Dispute Resolution Board will be final and subject to no further review,
except as provided in Sections 9.4 and 9.5 below. During the pendency of the claim
before the DRB, Owner waives right to pursue arbitration or any other remedy. The DRB

will be made up of a minimum of three mid-to-senior level management personnel of the
Company and two Owners with at least one year of active status in the Company. All
members will be selected by the Company.
9.4 – MEDIATION
Prior to instituting any arbitration as provided in Section 9.5 below, the parties shall meet
in good faith and attempt to resolve any dispute arising from or relating to the Agreement
through non-binding mediation. One individual who is mutually acceptable to the parties
shall be appointed as mediator. The mediator’s fees and costs, as well as the costs of
holding and conducting the mediation, shall be divided equally between the parties. Each
party shall pay its portion of the anticipated fees and costs at least ten (10) days in
advance of the mediation. Each party shall pay its own attorney fees, costs, and
individual expenses associated with conducting and attending the mediation. Mediation
shall be held in Edwardsville, Illinois and shall last no more than two (2) business days.
9.5 – ARBITRATION
If mediation is unsuccessful, any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the
Agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration administered by the
American Arbitration Association under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment
on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof. Owners waive all rights to trial by jury or by any court. All arbitration
proceedings shall be held in Edwardsville, Illinois, unless the laws of the state in which
an Owner resides expressly require the application of its laws, in which case the
arbitration shall be held in the capital of that state. All parties shall be entitled to all
discovery rights pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. There shall be one
arbitrator, an attorney at law, who shall have expertise in business law transactions with a
strong preference being an attorney knowledgeable in the direct selling industry, selected
from the panel which the American Arbitration Panel provides. Each party to the
arbitration shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses of arbitration, including
legal and filing fees. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the
parties and may, if necessary, be reduced to a judgment in any court of competent
jurisdiction. This agreement to arbitration shall survive any termination or expiration of
the Agreement. Nothing in the Agreement shall prevent the Company from applying to
and obtaining from any court having jurisdiction a writ of attachment, a temporary
injunction, preliminary injunction, permanent injunction or other relief available to
safeguard and protect the Company’s interest prior to, during or following the filing of
any arbitration or other proceeding or pending the rendition of a decision or award in
connection with any arbitration or other proceeding. Intellectual Property and/or
Trademark infringements are specifically excluded from arbitration.
9.6 – GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
Jurisdiction and venue of any matter not subject to arbitration shall reside exclusively in
Madison County, State of Illinois. The Federal Arbitration Act shall govern all matters
relating to arbitration. The law of the State of Illinois shall govern all matters relating to
or arising from the Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, and the arbitration
provision in Section 9.5, residents of the State of Louisiana shall be entitled to bring an
action against the Company in their home forum and pursuant to Louisiana law.

SECTION 10 – PAYMENT AND SHIPPING
10.1 – RETURNED CHECKS
In an instance where the company had accepted a check for payment; checks returned by
an Owner’s bank for insufficient funds will be re-submitted for payment. A $25.00
returned check fee will be charged to the account of the Owner. After receiving a
returned check from a customer or Owner, all future orders must be paid by credit card,
money order or cashier’s check. Any outstanding balance owed to the Company by an
Owner for NSF checks and returned check fees will be withheld from subsequent bonus
and commission checks.
10.2 – SALES TAXES
Owners will pay sales tax based on the suggested retail price of the product.
***Canada - The parties acknowledge that the cash rewards payable by the Company to
Surge365 or an Owner under the Company’s Compensation Plan and Policies and
Procedures are subject to GST goods and services tax (“GST”), if Owner is a GST
registrant. A GST registrant is a person who is registered as a collector with the CRA
Canada Revenue Agency or should be so registered because his or her business revenues
from all sources (not including employment income for which he or she receives a T4
information slip from an employer) exceeds $30,000 annually in four consecutive
quarters (or $30,000 in a single quarter, in which case registration is required at end of
that quarter). Accordingly, the Company shall pay GST to such Owner on such
commissions which shall be remitted by such Owner to the Receiver General for Canada.
The Company shall only pay GST to Owners who provide the Company with a valid
GST Business number. Annually, or earlier if an Owner’s GST status changes (e.g., he or
she registers for GST), each Owner must notify the Company by completing and
executing a new Company GST form and submitting same to the Company within ten
(10) days of the applicable annual deadline, or such change in status, as the case may be.
10.3 – PAYMENT DESCRIPTOR
Charges on your statement will appear as Surge365 6186552431.
SECTION 11 – INACTIVITY AND CANCELLATION
11.1 – EFFECT OF CANCELLATION
As long as an Owner remains active until the next pay cycle and complies with the terms
of the Agreement, the Company shall pay cash rewards to such Owner in accordance
with the existing and current commission structure. An Owner’s bonuses and
commissions constitute the entire consideration for efforts in generating sales. Following
an Owner’s non-renewal of his or her Agreement, written cancellation for inactivity, or
voluntary or involuntary cancellation of his or her Agreement (all of these methods are
collectively referred to as “cancellation”), the former Owner shall have no right, title,
claim or interest to any pending commissions related to future travel booked or products
purchased through their Business. An Owner whose business is cancelled will lose the
following rights:
a) Active Vortex site
b) Commission generated by all rights as an Owner if they do not reactivate within
ninety (90) days. This includes the right to market the Company’s products and
services and the right to receive future cash rewards, bonuses, or other income.

In the event of cancellation, Owner agrees to waive all rights they may have, including
but not limited to property rights, to any bonuses, commissions or other remuneration
derived from product sales or other activities of his or her former business. Following an
Owner’s cancellation of their Agreement, the former Owner shall not hold himself or
herself out as an Owner of the Company and shall not have the right to sell the
Company’s products or services. An Owner whose Agreement is cancelled shall receive
commissions and bonuses only for the last full pay period he or she was active prior to
cancellation (less any amounts withheld during an investigation preceding an involuntary
cancellation). Travel services booked or products purchased by an active Owner and/or
customer prior to a voluntary or involuntary cancellation are the property of the Company
and will not be transferred to any other travel agency, company, or vendor.
11.2 – INVOLUNTARY CANCELLATION
An Owner’s violation of any of the terms of the Agreement, including any amendments
that may be made by the Company at its sole discretion, may result in any of the
sanctions listed in previous section, including the involuntary cancellation of his or her
Agreement. Cancellation shall be effective on the date on which written notice is mailed,
e-mailed, faxed, or delivered to an express courier for delivery to the Owner’s last known
address, email address, fax number, or his or her attorney, or when Owner received actual
notice of cancellation, whichever occurs first. Surge365 reserves the right to terminate
all Owner Agreements upon thirty (30) days written notice in the event it elects to: (i)
cease business operations; (ii) dissolve as a corporate entity; (iii) merges or sells
substantially all of its assets, and the successor desires to cease existing business
operations; (iv) terminate distribution of its services; or (v) change its business model.
11.3 – VOLUNTARY CANCELLATION
A participant in a Surge365 business has a right to cancel at any time, regardless of
reason. Cancellation must be made by calling the Customer Support Department at 618655-2431 ext. 1 or by emailing cancellations@surge365.com and make the request.
Please have the billing address, Owner ID number and the credit card number used to
enroll when calling. An Owner may also submit a cancellation request in writing via mail
to 6 Ginger Creek Village Dr, Glen Carbon, IL 62034.
SECTION 12 – GLOSSARY OF TERMS
OWNER
A customer who purchases the Company’s Vortex, Vortex Membership or Vortex
Platinum subscription through a Surge Business Associate.
AGREEMENT
The contract between the Company and each Owner includes the Owner Application and
Agreement, the Company Policies and Procedures, the Company Compensation Plan, the
Business Entity Registration Form (where appropriate), and all in their current form and
as amended by the Company at its sole discretion. These documents are collectively
referred to as the “Agreement.”

CANCEL
The termination of an Owner’s business. Cancellation may be either voluntary,
involuntary, or through non-renewal.
CASH REWARDS
Commission paid to a qualified Owner for Cash Reward eligible travel booked by their
Vortex Customers .
In addition to Cash Rewards Platinum Owners have access to a Vacation Vault which
accumulates Reward Credits from personal and customer bookings.
ID NUMBER
The identification number assigned by the Company for all company identification
purposes.
OFFICIAL MATERIAL
Literature, audio or video tapes, disks, and other materials developed, printed, published
and distributed by the Company to Owners.
SPONSOR
The person selling the Vortex Subscription to an individual.
SECTION 13 – OWNER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
VORTEX OWNER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1) The undersigned hereby represents, warrants, covenants and agrees with
SURGE365/VORTEX as follows:
a. The undersigned Owner is of legal age in the state in which they reside
b. Owner has no obligations to or relationships with other parties that would
prevent Owner from carrying out the duties under the Agreement
c. Owner has the power and authority to execute, deliver and perform the
Agreement
d. All information and materials submitted to Surge365 are true and correct,
including but not limited to Owner’s Social Security Number and/or Federal
Employee Identification
e. International Residents agree to provide valid and true information including
but not limited to identity, address, etc. with valid citizens ID #, Passport #, or
Drivers’ License #.
f. International Residents agree to provide, upon request, a U.S. IRS W-8 BEN
form which will be kept on file to claim tax treaty status for payment of
commissions, whereby not requiring U.S. tax withholding.
2) Owner’s execution and performance of the Agreement does not violate the legal or
contractual rights of any third party.
3) The Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and their respective heirs and
permitted successors and assigns.
4) Owner hereby acknowledges and agrees that in no event will Surge365 or any of its
affiliate companies be liable under these Terms or any theory of liability, for any

indirect, special, consequential, incidental, punitive or similar damages, even if
Surge365 has been advised of the possibility thereof.
5) The Agreement may be signed and transmitted electronically by agreeing, if so, is
intended by Owner to and will be treated as an original document with original
signatures and considered to have the same binding effect as an original document
with original signatures.
6) Owner agrees that upon breach of the Agreement Surge365 will be immediately and
irreparably harmed and cannot be made whole solely by monetary damages. Owner
agrees that the remedy at law for any breach of any provision of the Agreement shall
be inadequate and that, in addition to any other remedies at law or in equity that it
may have, Owner shall be entitled, without the necessity of proving actual damages
or posting bond, to temporary or permanent injunctive relief to prevent the breach of
any provision of the Agreement, and/or to compel specific performance of the
Agreement.
7) Owner agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Surge365, its parents, subsidiaries and
affiliates, and their shareholders, officers, agents, employees and directors, from and
against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, losses, damages, costs or
expenses, including but not limited to, court costs and attorneys’ fees, asserted
against, or suffered or incurred by, any of them by reason of, arising out of, resulting
from or in any way connected with, directly or indirectly, Owner’s (1) activities as an
Owner, including without limitation, any unauthorized representations made by
Owner or any errors or omissions made by Owner in connection with Owner’s
business, (2) breach of the terms of the Agreement or (3) violation of or failure to
comply with any applicable federal, state or local law or regulation, whether or not
litigation is commenced. Surge365 shall have the right to offset any amounts owed to
Owner hereunder against the amount of any commissions, bonuses or other amounts
owed to Owner from Surge365. Owner shall be entitled to its costs and expenses,
including reasonable attorneys’ fees, to enforce its rights under the Agreement.
8) Refund Policy- Owner can cancel within 5 business days for full refund by
contacting customer support via email to cancellations@surge365.com or by phone to
618-655-2433.
9) Renewal- Renewal- Owner agrees to pay monthly subscription fee for enrolled
Travel Solution. Travel Solution monthly renewal fees are $59.95 plus a 5.99%
processing fee. Should an Owner go inactive they will lose the right to earn cash
rewards on their customer database unless they reactivate within ninety (90) days.
10) Travel Services/Reservations- All reservations are (i) satisfied on a first come, first
serve, and space availability basis and (ii) must be reserved either on-line through
YOUR Vortex account. Owners are advised to be flexible in their travel plans in
order to obtain desired reservations and to make condominium reservation requests at
least ninety (90) days in advance of the desired travel date; provided, however, last
minute reservations may be available by selecting from the available inventory listed
on the Vortex website. Owner acknowledges that requests for holiday periods and/or
for three (3) bedroom condominium units may be more difficult to fulfill and are
often more expensive. Condominium unit rental rates are based on availability and
will vary based on resort, season, and unit size. Owners must present a valid credit
card number in order to pay for and confirm travel or other services. Reservations do
not include and Owners are responsible for paying all applicable fees at the time of
making the reservation, including the reservation fee, transportation, food, liquor,
applicable taxes, tips, port charges, telephone calls, or other resort specific charges

(e.g. cleaning fees, energy surcharges, foreign country exit fees, or amenities fees)
and other fees and/or charges as may be imposed by the various providers of travel
and other related products and services, or other items of a personal nature, all of
which are the sole responsibility of Owner, unless specifically included in the
reservation or as an Ownership benefit.
11) Personal Use Only- Accommodations obtained pursuant to a reservation shall be
used by Owner or Vortex Customer only for vacation and leisure purposes and shall
not be used as a principal residence or for the operation of any business. Only Owner
or Vortex Customer, and their permitted guests and invitees shall occupy such
accommodations or otherwise avail themselves of the benefits associated with the
Ownership/Customer. Owners or Vortex Customer shall abide by and adhere to all
rules and regulations established by the provider in connection with the occupancy of
accommodations and use of related facilities, including accommodation occupancy
limits. Owners or Vortex Customer shall be personally responsible for any damage to
the accommodation(s) and facilities occurring during their occupancy and use.
12) Travel Reservations- All confirmed reservations are subject to the cancellation terms
in effect at the time of booking. Surge365 will provide Owners or Vortex Customer
with a confirmation via electronic mail showing reservation details. The person
named on the confirmation must be present in order to check-in and obtain the
reserved accommodations.
13) Third Party Vendors, Providers and Suppliers- Owner acknowledges and agrees
that Surge365 may contract with third party vendors, providers, and suppliers to
provide any or all Ownership benefits available to Owner in connection with the
Ownership. In all instances, Surge365 is acting as a separate entity from those third
party suppliers and no supplier is an agent or employee of Surge365 or their affiliate
providers. Neither Surge365 nor their provider accepts any liability for any actions or
omissions of any third party supplier providing any Ownership benefits. All coupons,
receipts, and tickets are issued subject to the terms and conditions specified by each
of the various suppliers. Surge365 reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to add,
remove or substitute any such third party vendors, providers or suppliers. Owner
acknowledges and agrees that he/she has not purchased the Ownership in reliance on
the existence of any specific vendors, providers or suppliers.
14) The Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between Owner and Surge365,
supersedes all prior agreements and no other promises, representations, guarantees or
agreements of any kind shall be valid unless in writing and signed by both parties.
15) An individual’s continued participation in the Surge365’s business model constitutes
acceptance of and adherence to this Agreement as published and amended.
16) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Louisiana residents may bring an
action against Surge365 with jurisdiction and venue as provided by Louisiana law,
and a Montana resident may cancel within 15 days from the date of enrollment and
may receive a full refund of all amounts paid to Surge365.
SIGNATURE BELOW, OR ELECTORNOICALLY, INDICATES THAT OWNER
HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES TO THESE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS.
Signature:_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name:___________________________________________________________
Date:____________________________ ID Number:____________________________
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RTA POLICIES & PROCEDURES
YTB Travel Network, is a division of YTB Global Travel Inc.
YTB is the owner of all contracts for the products and services that are distributed by its
Referring Travel Agents (RTAs). The following Policies and Procedures must be adhered to by
all RTAs. For use in North America (specific to the United States, Puerto Rico, Bahamas, and
Bermuda) Version 3.4, effective September 29, 2014.
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THE COMPANY – CODE OF ETHICS
As a Referring Travel Agent or RTA of YTB Travel Network (YTBTN), I represent, warrant, promise and agree that:
• I will be courteous, respectful, honest and fair in all my dealings while acting as an RTA, and I will perform my business
activities in a manner that will enhance my reputation and the positive reputation of YTBTN. I recognize that the founders of
YTBTN have strong personal convictions regarding the ethical conduct of all RTAs.
• I will not engage in any deceptive or illegal practice.
• I will make no claim for products, services or business positions of YTBTN except as contained in official literature of
YTBTN.
• I will not misrepresent, or make any representations or warranties concerning, the income potential of the RTA Compensation Plan. It is impossible to predict RTA income. The success of an RTA depends on many variables, such as amount of time
and effort committed to his/her business and his/her organizational abilities.
• I understand and agree that I am solely responsible for all financial and/or legal obligations incurred by me in the course
of my business as an RTA including self-employment taxes, income taxes, license fees, etc.
• I understand that I am an independent contractor for all legal purposes and for all federal and state employment and tax
purposes. The RTA acknowledges and agrees that they are not guaranteed any income, profits or success by virtue of independent contractor status with the COMPANY, and the RTA certifies that no such representations or warranties have been
made. RTAs shall not make any false or misleading statements about the Business opportunity

SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 – POLICIES AND COMPENSATION PLAN INCORPORATED INTO AGREEMENT
These Policies and Procedures, in their present form and as amended at the sole discretion of the COMPANY are incorporated into, and form an integral part of the COMPANY’S Agreement with its RTAs. Throughout these Policies, when the term
“Agreement” is used, it collectively refers to the RTA Applications and Agreements, these Policies and Procedures, COMPANY’S general commission plan, and COMPANY’S Business Entity Registration Form (if applicable). These documents are all
incorporated herein by reference (all in their current form and as amended by COMPANY from time-to-time in its sole and
absolute discretion). It is the responsibility of each RTA to read, understand, adhere to, and ensure he or she is aware of and
operating under the most current version of the Agreement.
1.2 – PURPOSE OF POLICIES
Reference is made throughout this document to the term Referring Travel Agent (“RTA”) and/or Travel Agent, each of which
is more fully defined in the Glossary of this document and are based on levels of training and/or experience. The Company
offers its products and services through RTAs. It is important to understand that personal success and the success of fellow
RTAs depend on the integrity of the men and women who offer our products and services. To clearly define the relationship
existing between RTAs and the COMPANY, and to explicitly set a standard for acceptable business conduct, the COMPANY
has established this Agreement. The Company’s RTAs are required to comply with the Agreement as well as all federal,
provincial, state, and local laws governing their business and their conduct. Please review the information in the Agreement
carefully. It explains and governs the relationship between the RTA, as an independent contractor, and the COMPANY. If
there are any questions regarding any policy or rule, do not hesitate to seek an answer from the COMPANY
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1.3 – CHANGES TO THE AGREEMENT
Because federal, provincial, state, and local laws, as well as the business environment, periodically change, the COMPANY
reserves the right to amend the Agreement and its prices at its sole and absolute discretion.
By signing the Application and Agreement, the RTA agrees to abide by all amendments that the COMPANY elects to make.
Amendments shall be effective upon notice to all RTAs the Agreement has been modified.
The COMPANY shall provide or make available to all RTAs a complete copy of the amended provisions by one or more of
the following methods: (i) posting on YTBTN’s official Web site; (ii) electronic mail (e-mail); (iii) fax-on-demand; (iv) inclusion
in YTBTN periodicals; (v) inclusion in product orders or bonus check mailings; or (vi) special mailings. The continuation of a
YTBTN business or an RTA’s acceptance of bonuses or commissions constitutes acceptance of any and all amendments.
1.4 - DELAYS
The COMPANY shall not be responsible for delays or failures in performance of its obligations when performance is made
commercially impracticable due to circumstances beyond its reasonable control. This includes, without limitation, strikes,
labor difficulties, riot, war, fire, death, telecommunication failures, curtailment of a party’s source of supply, or government
decrees or orders.
1.5 – POLICIES AND PROVISIONS SEVERABLE
If any provision of the Agreement, in its current form or as may be amended, is found to be invalid or unenforceable for
any reason, only the invalid portion of the provision shall be severed and the remaining terms and provisions shall remain
in full force and effect. The severed provision, or portion thereof, shall be reformed to reflect the purpose of the provision as
closely as possible.
1.6 - WAIVER
The COMPANY never gives up its rights to insist on compliance with the Agreement and with the applicable laws governing
the conduct of a business. No failure of the COMPANY to exercise any right or power under the Agreement or to insist upon
strict compliance by an RTA with any obligation or provision of the Agreement, and no custom or practice of the parties at
variance with the terms of the Agreement, shall constitute a waiver of the COMPANY’S right to demand exact compliance
with the Agreement. Waiver by the COMPANY can be effectuated only in writing by an authorized officer of the respective
COMPANY. The COMPANY’S waiver of any particular breach by an RTA shall not affect or impair the COMPANY’S rights
with respect to any subsequent breach, nor shall it affect in any way the rights or obligations of any other RTA. No delay
or omission by the COMPANY to exercise any right arising from a breach shall affect or impair the COMPANY’S rights as
to that or any subsequent breach. The existence of any claim or cause of action of an RTA against the COMPANY shall not
constitute a defense to COMPANY’S enforcement of any term or provision of the Agreement.

SECTION 2 – BECOMING AN RTA
2.1 – REQUIREMEnTS TO bECOME An RTA
To become an RTA for the COMPANY, each applicant must:
a.) If an individual, be of the age of majority in his or her state of residence;
b.) Reside in the United States, a U.S. Territory, Canada, Puerto Rico, Bahamas, or Bermuda;
c.) Have and provide to the COMPANY a valid Social Security or Federal Tax ID number;
d.) Agree to and abide by the Agreement;
e.) Submit a properly completed (online) Application and Agreement to the COMPANY, including any required
documents in support of business entity. RTAs are allowed to personalize their Web site with a site name. They receive
50% of the commission paid to YTBTN on travel products and 50% of the payable commission generated from any other
products or services offered on the website; and
f.) Supply the monthly licensing fee of $59.95 (plus any applicable tax and administrative fees) for a website to book
travel and sell products. RTAs will not permit any other person to pay the hosting fee on their behalf. The monthly licensing
fee is automatically deducted in subsequent months from the payment method used during sign-up.
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2.1A - REQUIREMEnTS TO bECOME A TRAVEL AGEnT
To become a Travel Agent, one must complete all the above AND enroll, pay for, and complete all “E-campus” travel
training modules.
A Travel Agent who has accomplished this will receive a five percent (5%) increase in their share of travel commis-sions
paid to YTBTN for travel booked and completed by the Travel Agent’s customers. A Travel Agent who has earned
$2,500.00 in travel commissions will receive a five percent (5%) increase in travel commissions paid to YTBTN for travel
booked and completed by the Travel Agent’s customers. E-campus completion and the earning of $2,500.00 can
happen in either order.
2.2 - BENEFITS
Once an Application and Agreement has been accepted by the COMPANY, the benefits of the Compensation Plan are
available. These benefits include the right to:
a. Sell the products and services offered on YTBTN’s replicated Website;
b. Participate in the COMPANY commission structure (receive bonuses and commissions, if eligible);
c. Receive periodic literature from the COMPANY;
d. Participate in the COMPANY’S sponsored support, service, training, motivational and recognition functions, upon payment of appropriate charges if applicable; and. Participate in promotional and incentive contests and programs sponsored
by the COMPANY for its RTAs.
2.3 – COMPANY ID CARD
RTAs are allowed to apply for a YTB Travel Network ID Card, however applicants must meet ALL of the following criteria:
a. Be an active RTA;
b. Agree to and abide by the Agreement;
c. Complete First Class Training and successfully pass the exam;
d. Engage some time and effort to selling travel and advancing travel knowledge through additional training; and
e. Travel Sales Qualification:
i. RTA must achieve $1,500 in travel sales;
ii. Within the twelve (12) month period prior to the issuance of a renewal card, RTA must have achieved
$1,500 in travel sales.
YTBTN ID Cards are for the sole purpose of identifying a person as an Independent Referring Travel Agent with the COMPANY. The card is valid for one year and must be renewed annually. It is the responsibility of the RTA to determine, in advance
of booking, what an individual vendor requires as identification as a Referring Travel Agent and/or Travel Agent. YTBTN
does not guarantee agent rates with the use of the COMPANY’s ID Card.
Any misrepresentation or misuse of this card may be cause for immediate termination. Any reproduction or other unauthorized use of this card is strictly prohibited. The card is the property of YTBTN and must be surrendered upon request.
Residents of the State of California cannot be issued a Company ID card due to state regulations.
2.4 - TALENT RELEASE
Each RTA hereby consents to, allows and grants YTBTN a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free and exclusive license to use,
edit, modify and otherwise exploit (i) the name, photograph, testimonials, statements, likeness, biographical information,
title, positions, voice, voices and biography and (ii) any film footage, video tapes, audio tapes, recordings and interviews
when created in connection with any YTBTN events, promotion and/or conventions, to advertise, promote and publicize YTBTN’s business, products, events and/or services, in any form, format or media, whether now known or hereafter devised.
2.5 – GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN RTA
a. RTAs shall not engage in communication between the customer and vendors and/or suppliers, including but not limited to
(1) changing the COMPANY’S information with any supplier or entity or (2) contracting with or disputing with any supplier
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on behalf of the COMPANY.
b. RTAs shall not advertise, offer and/or sell products, including, but not limited to travel packages on eBay, YouTube,
MySpace or other similar on-line auction, advertising, social networking or sales sites.
c. RTAs are very restricted in how they may handle payments for products and services from their customers and the
following rules must be adhered to and will be strictly enforced.
i.) RTAs MAY NEVER ACCEPT CASH FROM A CUSTOMER FOR THE SALE OF TRAVEL RELATED GOODS,
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE
ii.) For travel related products; Checks, cashiers checks or money orders from the customer are acceptable only if they
are made out to the COMPANY directly from the customer. Failure to mail said payments in a timely manner may cause
late fees or cancelled bookings. Any resultant costs will be the sole responsibility of the RTA.
iii.) A customer’s credit card information may never be accepted by the RTA for payment on ANY service or product. For
travel related products, a customer should purchase directly online and enter their own personal payment information.
An RTA may never complete a transaction on behalf of a customer. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AN RTA PROCESS A CUSTOMER’S CREDIT CARD THROUGH THEIR OWN MERCHANT ACCOUNT, PAYPAL, OR OTHER PROCESSING ACCOUNT. Failure to comply will result in disciplinary action. RTAs should never use their personal funds to make
payments, or make up for a shortfall in costs or late deposits by a customer. Violation of payment policies may result in
disciplinary action, which may include prosecution.
2.6 – TERM AND RENEWAL OF RTA WEBSITE
The term of the RTA Agreement is month-to-month from the date of its acceptance by the COMPANY.

SECTION 3 - OPERATING YOUR BUSINESS
3.1 – ADHERENCE TO COMPANY’S COMPENSATION PLAN
RTAs must adhere to the terms of the COMPANY’S commission plan as set forth in the COMPANY’S literature.
3.2 – ADVERTISING- GENERAL
All RTAs shall safeguard and promote the good reputation of the COMPANY and its products and services. The marketing and promotion of the COMPANY, COMPANY’S products and services shall be consistent with the public interest, and
must avoid all discourteous, deceptive, misleading, unethical or immoral conduct or practices. To promote the products and
services that the COMPANY offers, RTAs must use only the promotional materials and sales aids produced by the COMPANY. The rationale behind this requirement is simple: The COMPANY has carefully designed its services, products, product
labels, and promotional materials to ensure that each aspect of the COMPANY is fair, truthful, substantiated, and complies
with the vast and complex legal requirements of federal and state laws. If YTBTN RTAs were allowed to develop their own
sales aids and promotional materials, notwithstanding their integrity and good intentions, there is likelihood that they would
unintentionally violate any number of statutes or regulations affecting the COMPANY’S business. Accordingly, RTAs must
not produce their own literature, advertisements, sales aids and promotional materials, or Internet Web pages. COMPANY
will limit purchases of any sales tools or aids to comply with the exemption requirements set forth in any state law regulating
business opportunities, including Connecticut, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Utah and Washington. Additionally, the COMPANY does not accept any liability for products purchased or obtained from a
third-party vendor. The COMPANY does not permit RTAs to create side-businesses selling sales aids, business cards, marketing Web sites or similar materials to other RTAs of the COMPANY. Should an RTA have materials he or she would like the
COMPANY to review please submit sample via email to mmreview@YTB.com.
Additionally, RTAs are prohibited from making direct, indirect or implied medical or other claims regarding the prevention,
treatment, cure or mitigation of any disease from the use of Company products. You may not:
1) Make any representation (oral, written or otherwise) about COMPANY products which violate the provisions of this
section of these Policies and Procedures.
2) Discuss or make warranties, representations or statements concerning COMPANY products in a manner that violates
the provisions of these Policies & Procedures.
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3) Use or distribute, for the purpose of marketing products or in promotion of the Compensation Plan, materials which
violate the provisions of these Policies & Procedures.
4) Re-label or in any manner alter the label of any COMPANY product. Additionally, RTA must not repackage or refill
Company products and must sell COMPANY products in their original, unopened containers.
5) Use third-party individuals, business entities and/ or organizations in any deceptive or misleading manner in connection with the promotion of YTBTN products.
3.3 – INTERNET WEB SITES AND E-MAIL COMMUNICATIONS
If an RTA desires to utilize an Internet Web page to promote his or her business, he or she may do so through YTBTN’s replicated Web site program only. This program permits RTAs to market products and services on the Internet, on a Web site that
can be personalized with the RTA’s message and contact information. No RTA may independently design or have designed
a Web site using the names, logos, or product descriptions of the COMPANY or which otherwise promotes (directly or indirectly) the COMPANY’S products. An RTA may not use “blind” ads on the Internet making product or service claims, which
are ultimately associated with the COMPANY’S products. The use of any other Internet Web site or Web page (including
without limitation auction sites such as eBay) to in any way promote the sale of the COMPANY’S products or services is a
breach of the Agreement and may result in any of the disciplinary sanctions set forth in Section 9.1. Should an RTA register
a YTBTN URL address or domain name linking to a COMPANY site with a search engine or other Internet advertising Web
site, the keywords cannot include or incorporate vendor names, trademarks, individual resort property names, or misspellings of the Marks for use in any form of search engine referencing. Additionally, many Carnival branded keywords (found
in the Travel Agency Policy on www.BookCCL.com) must be listed as negative keywords on search campaigns to ensure that
the Web site does not appear when a consumer searches a Carnival term in combination with a generic term (travel, cruise,
vacation, etc.). RTAs will be liable for any and all fines, damages, and other actions taken against the COMPANY for violations to this policy.
3.4 - E-MAIL COMMUNICATIONS – UNSOLICITED E-MAIL
The COMPANY does not permit RTAs to send unsolicited commercial e-mails unless such e-mails strictly comply with applicable laws and regulations including, without limitation, the Federal CAN SPAM Act. Any e-mail sent by an RTA that promotes
the COMPANY, the COMPANY’S opportunity, or the COMPANY’S products and services must comply with the following:
a) There must be a functioning return e-mail address to the sender.
b) There must be a notice in the e-mail advising the recipient that he or she may reply to the e-mail, via the functioning return e-mail
address, to request that future e-mail solicitations or correspondence not be sent to him or her (a functioning “opt-out” notice).
c) The e-mail must include the RTA’s physical mailing address, (i.e. not a P.O. Box) and may not represent that the e-mail is
originating from the COMPANY or that the e-mail is signed by any employee or officer of the COMPANY.
d) The e-mail must clearly and conspicuously disclose that the message is a commercial advertisement or solicitation.
e) The use of deceptive subject lines and/or false header information is prohibited.
f) All opt-out requests, whether received by e-mail or regular mail, must be honored.
g) RTAs shall not make offers or solicitations in the guise of research, surveys or informal communication, when the real
intent is to sell products or services.
h) RTAs shall provide individual consumers the option to terminate any further communication between the RTA and the consumer and if any consumer requests RTA cease communication, the RTA shall immediately stop communicating upon such request.
i) RTAs must abide by all laws and regulations regarding electronic communications.
j) RTAs may not distribute content by use of distribution lists or to any person who has not given specific permission to be
included in such a process; spamming or distribution of chain letters or junk mail is not permitted.
k) RTAs may not distribute content that (i) is unlawful, harassing, libelous, slanderous, abusive, threatening, harmful, vulgar,
obscene or otherwise objectionable, (ii) could give rise to civil liability, (iii) violates any applicable local, state, federal or
international law or regulation or (iv) describes the COMPANY or and of its products and services in an inaccurate manner.
3.5 – TELEMARKETING TECHNIQUES
The Federal Trade Commission and the Federal Communications Commission each have laws restricting telemarketing practices. Both federal agencies (as well as a number of states) have “do not call” regulations as part of their telemarketing laws.
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Although the COMPANY does not consider RTAs to be “telemarketers” in the traditional sense of the word, these government regulations broadly define the term “telemarketer” and “telemarketing” so that an inadvertent action of calling someone whose telephone number is listed on the federal “do not call” registry could cause an RTA to violate the law. Moreover,
these regulations must not be taken lightly, as they carry significant penalties - up to $11,000 per violation for violation of
the FTC’s Telemarketing Sales Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 310 – and even harsher penalties in some states. Therefore, RTAs must
not engage in telemarketing in the operation of their business. The term “telemarketing” means the placing of one or more
telephone calls to an individual or entity to induce the purchase of the COMPANY products or services. “Cold calls made
to prospective customers or RTAs that promote either the COMPANY’S products or services constitute telemarketing and are
prohibited. However, a telephone call(s) placed to a prospective customer or RTA (a “prospect“ ) is permissible under the
following situations:
a. If an RTA has an established business relationship with the prospect. An “established business relationship” is a relationship between RTA and a prospect based on the prospect’s purchase, rental, or lease of goods or services from RTA, or a
financial transaction between RTA and the prospect within the eighteen (18) months immediately preceding the date of a
telephone call to induce the prospect’s purchase of a product or service.
b. The prospect’s personal inquiry or application to the RTA regarding a product or service offered by the COMPANY,
within the three (3) months immediately preceding the date of such a call.
c. If RTA receives written and signed permission from the prospect authorizing a call. The authorization must specify the
telephone number(s) which RTA is authorized to call.
d. RTA may call family members, personal friends, and acquaintances. An “acquaintance” is someone with whom RTA has
had at least a recent first-hand relationship within the preceding three (3) months. However, if RTA makes a habit of “card
collecting” with everyone he or she meets and subsequently calling them, the FTC may consider this a form of telemarketing
that is not subject to this exemption. Thus, if RTA engages in calling “acquaintances,” he or she must make such calls on an
occasional basis only and not make this a routine practice.
e. In addition, RTAs shall not use automatic telephone dialing systems relative to the operation of their YTBTN business. The
term “automatic telephone dialing system” means equipment which has the capacity to: (i) store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number generator; and (ii) to dial such numbers.
3.6 – UNSOLICITED FAXES
Except as provided in this section, RTAs may not use or transmit unsolicited faxes or use an automatic telephone dialing
system relative to the operation of their YTBTN businesses. The term “automatic telephone dialing system” means equipment which has the capacity to: (i) store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or sequential number
generator; and (ii) to dial such numbers. The term “unsolicited faxes“ means the transmission via telephone facsimile of any
material or information advertising or promoting the COMPANY, its products, the marketing and compensation plan or any
other aspect of the COMPANY which is transmitted to any person, except that these terms do not include a fax: (i) to any
person with that person’s prior express invitation or permission; or (ii) to any person with whom RTA has an established business or personal relationship. The term “established business or personal relationship“ means a prior or existing relationship
formed by a voluntary two way communication between the RTA and a person, on the basis of: (iii) an inquiry, application,
purchase or transaction by the person regarding products offered by RTA or (iv) a personal or family relationship, which
relationship has not been previously terminated by either party.
3.7 – BLOGS, CHAT ROOMS, SOCIAL NETWORKS, ONLINE AUCTIONS, AND OTHER ONLINE FORUMS
RTAs shall only use online blogs, chat rooms, social networks, or other online forums in a productive, professional manner
as outlined in the Social Networking Guidelines available in the back office management system. Additionally, all postings
should comply with all marketing and advertising rules contained herein these Policies and Procedures. Online auction sites
are prohibited and should not be used to market, sell, advertise, or promote the COMPANY’S products or services. RTAs
must disclose their relationship with YTBTN or identify themselves as a YTBTN RTA when making comments in regards to
the COMPANY products and services on all Web sites, message boards, social networking sites, blogs, etc. The Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) provides the following guidelines to endorsements and testimonials effective December 1, 2009:
“Endorsements must reflect the honest opinions, findings, beliefs, or experience of the endorser. Endorsers may not imply,
suggest, or express any representation that may be deceptive.
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Endorsers and Advertisers are liable for any false or deceptive statements or for failing to conspicuously disclose required information.” Although RTAs may not consider their individual stories or testimonials to be endorsements, the new FTC Guidelines would suggest otherwise. Under the new guidelines, an endorsement is defined as any advertising message (including
verbal statements, demonstrations, or depictions of the name, signature, likeness or other identifying personal characteristics
of an individual or the name or seal of an organization) that would imply it is the opinion, experience, belief or finding of
a party other than the sponsoring advertiser. All RTAs should read and become familiar with the FTC regulations, including
these new guidelines, which can be found on www.ftc.gov (FTC File No. P034520).
3.8 – DOMAIN NAMES AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES
RTAs may not use or attempt to register any of the COMPANY’S or third party’s trade names, trademarks, service names,
service marks, product names, the COMPANY’S name, or any derivative thereof, for any Internet domain name. Nor
may RTAs incorporate or attempt to incorporate any of the COMPANY’S or third party’s trade names, trademarks, service
names, service marks, product names, the COMPANY’S name, or any derivative thereof, into any electronic mail address.
3.9 – TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS
The COMPANY will not permit the use of its trade names, trademarks, designs, or symbols by any person, including the
COMPANY’S RTAs, without its prior, written permission. RTA agrees that the COMPANY and its affiliated companies’
trademarks, service marks, trade names, patents and copyrighted materials are owned exclusively by the COMPANY and/
or its affiliated companies, and that use of such intellectual property by you shall be in compliance with the Agreement. RTA
will not promote his or her YTBTN business or use any of the COMPANY’S affiliated companies’ or any third party’s names,
trade names, logos, sales materials, trademarks, service marks or other intellectual property, except in material as provided
by the COMPANY. The term “sales, advertising and training materials” includes but is not limited to; written, audio, CD,
DVD, and flash materials and presentations as well as shirts, hats or other articles of clothing or accessories. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, RTA understands that he or she is prohibited from (i) using the COMPANY’S, its affiliated
companies’ and third parties’ trademarks and trade names in domain names, (ii) creating his or her own sales and training
materials and/or presentations that use the names, trademarks, logos or other intellectual property of the COMPANY, its
affiliated companies or third parties and (iii) creating any other materials that incorporate the COMPANY’S names, logos,
trademarks or copyrighted works. RTA understands that unauthorized use or duplication of the COMPANY’S, its affiliated
companies’ and third parties’ names, marks, sales and training materials or copyrighted materials is a violation of federal
and/or state law, the Agreement, and may result in termination of the Agreement. Each of the COMPANY’S and its affiliated companies’ names, trademarks and service marks (“Proprietary Marks”) and copyrighted materials are owned by the
respective COMPANY and/or their affiliated companies. The use of the Proprietary Marks and copyrighted materials must
be in strict compliance with the Agreement. RTA acknowledges that any right to use the COMPANY’S Proprietary Marks and
copyrighted materials is non-exclusive, and the COMPANY has the right and sole discretion to grant others the right to use
such Proprietary Marks and copyrighted materials. RTA expressly recognizes that, as between such person and the COMPANY, any and all goodwill associated with the Proprietary Marks and copyrighted materials (including goodwill arising from
each RTA’s use) is directly and exclusively to the benefit of the COMPANY and is the property of the COMPANY, and that,
on expiration or termination of these Policies and Procedures, no monetary amount shall be attributable to any goodwill
associated with RTA’s use of the Proprietary Marks or copyrighted materials. This prohibition also extends to third party (e.g.
travel vendors’) trademarks. The COMPANY does not allow RTAs to sell any item of clothing, marketing, advertising or training material, with or without the COMPANY logos at any COMPANY (or affiliated companies) sponsored event, including
the COMPANY Convention or training events without prior, written permission from the COMPANY.
3.10 - RECORDINGS
RTAs may not copy, produce or reproduce for sale or distribution or create derivative works of products sold by the
COMPANY or any of the COMPANY’S produced literature, audio or video material, presentations, events or speeches,
including conference calls. Video and/or audio taping meetings and conferences of the COMPANY is strictly prohibited.
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3.11 – MEDIA AND MEDIA INQUIRIES
RTAs must not attempt to respond to media inquiries regarding the COMPANY, its products or services, or their independent
business. All inquiries by any type of media must be immediately referred to the COMPANY’S Compliance Department via
email at compliance@ytb.com, without comment. This policy is designed to ensure accurate and consistent information is
provided to the public as well as a proper public image. RTA must not utilize radio or television media for the advertising,
distribution or promotion of YTBTN products and services without the express written consent of the COMPANY. In the event
that the COMPANY does grant permission for the use of such media, the COMPANY has final authority on every stage of
the production process with full rights to all recordings.
3.12 – BUSINESS ENTITIES
A corporation, limited liability corporation (LLC), partnership or trust (collectively referred to in this section as a “Business
Entity”) may apply to be an RTA by submitting its Certificate of Incorporation, Certificate of Organization, Partnership Agreement, trust documents, FEIN or other organizational documents requested by the COMPANY (these documents are collectively referred to as the “Entity Documents”) to the COMPANY, along with a properly completed Business Entity Registration
Form and W-9. When an RTA enrolls, the Entity Documents, Business Entity Registration Form and a W-9 must be submitted to the COMPANY within thirty (30) days of the online enrollment. (If not received within the thirty (30) day period, the
Business Owner Agreement shall automatically terminate.) The Business Entity Registration Form must be signed by all of the
shareholders, members, partners or trustees of the Business Entity (each a “Member”). Members of the entity are jointly and
severally liable for any indebtedness or other obligation to the COMPANY. To prevent the circumvention of any portion of
this Agreement, if an additional partner, shareholder, member, or other Business Entity affiliate is added to a business entity,
the original applicant must remain as a party to the original Application and Agreement. If the original RTA wants to terminate his or her relationship with the COMPANY, he or she must transfer or assign his or her business in accordance with this
Agreement. If this process is not followed, the business shall be cancelled upon the withdrawal of the original RTA. All bonus
and commission checks will be sent to the address of record for the original RTA. The COMPANY may, at its discretion,
require notarized documents before implementing any changes to an RTA business. Please allow thirty (30) days after the
receipt of the request by the COMPANY for processing. Please note: If a check is not cashed within twelve months, the funds
revert back to the Company.
3.13 – CHANGES TO A BUSINESS ENTITY
A YTBTN RTA may change its status under the same sponsor from an individual to a partnership, LLC, corporation or trust, or
from one type of entity to another. There is a $50.00 fee for each change requested, which must be included with the written request and the completed Business Owner Application and Agreement and Entity Documents. Such changes shall be
processed only once per year and must be submitted by November 30th to become effective on January 1st of the following
year. In addition, RTAs operating their businesses utilizing a Business Entity must notify the COMPANY of the addition or
removal of any officers, directors, shareholders, managers, members or business associates of the Business Entity.
3.14 - CANCELLATION AND RE-APPLICATION
An RTA may change his or her Sponsor by voluntarily cancelling his or her business by calling Customer Support. The RTA
must then remain inactive for four (4) full calendar months. Following the four (4) month period, the former RTA may reapply.
3.15 – UNAUTHORIZED CLAIMS AND ACTIONS - INDEMNIFICATION
RTAs are fully responsible for all of his or her verbal and written statements made regarding the COMPANY’S products and
services, which are not expressly contained in the official COMPANY material. RTA agrees to indemnify the COMPANY and
COMPANY’S directors, officers, shareholders, employees, and agents, and hold them harmless from any and all liability
including judgments, civil penalties, refunds, attorney fees, investigation costs, court costs, or lost business incurred by the
COMPANY as a result of unauthorized representations or actions. This provision shall survive the termination of the Agreement.
3.16 – COMMERCIAL OUTLETS
RTAs may not sell the COMPANY’S services or products from a commercial outlet, nor may they display or sell the
COMPANY’S services, products or literature in any retail or service establishment.
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3.17 – TRADE SHOWS, EXPOSITIONS AND OTHER SALES FORUMS
RTAs may display and/or sell the COMPANY’S products and services at most trade shows and professional expositions
(such as Home and Garden or Boat Show). While at these events, marketing efforts must be confined to the registered
RTA’s booth. Before submitting a deposit to the event promoter, RTA must contact the COMPANY’S Marketing Department
(tradeshow@ytb.com) in writing for conditional approval, as the COMPANY policy is to authorize only one YTBTN exhibit
per event. Final approval will be granted to those who submit an official advertisement of the event, a copy of the contract
signed by both the RTA and the event official, and a receipt indicating a deposit for the booth has been paid.
Approval is given only for the event specified. Any requests to participate in future events must again be submitted to the
Marketing Department. The COMPANY further reserves the right to refuse authorization to participate at any function which
it does not deem a suitable forum for the promotion of its products and services. Approval will not be given for swap meets,
garage sales, flea markets or farmer’s markets as these events are not conducive to the professional image the COMPANY
wishes to portray. Travel Trade Shows (Industry events, generally sponsored by Travel Vendors), however, are treated differently. Travel Trade Shows are strictly non-solicitation events. As a delegate at these events an RTA is prohibited from selling
travel, or advertising any of the COMPANY’S products or services.
3.18 – ERRORS OR QUESTIONS
If an RTA has questions about or believes any errors have been made regarding commissions, bonuses, or charges, he/she
must notify the COMPANY in writing within sixty (60) days of the date of the purported error or incident in question. The
COMPANY will not be responsible for any errors, omissions or problems not reported to the COMPANY within sixty (60)
days.
The COMPANY is not responsible for errors on the booking engine where third party suppliers are concerned, nor does the
COMPANY guarantee pricing displayed associated with technical errors.
3.19 – GOVERNMENTAL APPROVAL OR ENDORSEMENT
Neither federal, provincial, nor state regulatory agencies approve or endorse any direct selling or network marketing companies or programs. Therefore, RTAs shall not represent or imply the COMPANY or its services or products marketing plan
have been “approved,“ “endorsed“ or otherwise sanctioned by any government agency.
3.20 -– IDENTIFICATION
RTAs are required to provide a valid Social Security Number (“SSN”), or a valid Federal Employer Identification Number
(“FEIN”) to the COMPANY on the Application and Agreement along with a fully executed W-9 if applicable. Upon enrollment, the COMPANY will provide a unique Identification Number to the RTA by which he or she will be identified. This
number will be used to place orders, and track commissions and bonuses. RTA’s failure to supply a valid SSN or FEIN shall
result in immediate dismissal.
3.21 – INCOME TAXES
RTAs are responsible for paying local, state, provincial and federal taxes on any income generated as an Independent
Contractor. If a YTBTN business is tax exempt, the Federal Tax Identification Number must be provided to the COMPANY.
Every year, the COMPANY will provide an IRS Form 1099 MISC (Non-employee Compensation) earnings statement to each
U.S. resident who: (i) Had earnings of over $600 in the previous calendar year; or (ii) Made purchases during the previous
calendar year in excess of $5,000.
3.22 – INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS
RTAs are independent contractors and are not purchasers of a franchise or a business opportunity. The Agreement between
the COMPANY and its RTAs does not create an employer/employee relationship, agency, partnership, or joint venture
between the COMPANY and the RTA. RTAs shall not be treated as an employee for his or her services or for federal or
provincial or state tax purposes. All RTAs are responsible for paying local, state, and federal taxes due from all compensation earned as an RTA of the COMPANY. RTAs are not a employees of the Company and are not entitled to workers’ compensation, unemployment benefits or any other employee type benefit from Company or by virtue of his or her RTA status
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with Company. RTAs have no authority (expressed or implied), to bind the COMPANY to any obligation. RTA shall establish
his or her own goals, hours, and methods of sale, so long as he or she complies with the terms of the Agreement and applicable laws.
The name of the COMPANY and other names as may be adopted by the COMPANY are proprietary trade names, trademarks and service marks of the COMPANY. As such, these marks are of great value to the COMPANY and are supplied to
RTAs for their use only in an expressly authorized manner. Use of the COMPANY name on any item not produced by the
COMPANY is prohibited.
3.23 – REFERRING TRAVEL AGENT (RTA) NAME
All RTAs may list themselves as an “Independent YTB Travel Network Referring Travel Agent” in the white or yellow pages of
the telephone directory under their own name. No RTA may place telephone directory display ads using the COMPANY’S
name or logo. RTAs may not answer the telephone by saying the COMPANY name, or in any other manner that leads the
caller to believe he or she has reached corporate offices of the COMPANY.
3.24 – INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Because of critical legal, monetary and tax considerations, the COMPANY must limit the resale of the COMPANY’S products and services to prospective customers located within the territories and countries that the COMPANY has announced
are officially opened for business. Moreover, allowing a few RTAs to conduct business in markets not yet opened by the
COMPANY would violate the concept of affording everyone the equal opportunity to expand internationally. Accordingly,
RTAs are authorized to sell the COMPANY products and services, and engage customers only in the countries in which the
COMPANY is authorized to conduct business, as announced in official COMPANY literature. RTA may sell, give, transfer,
or distribute the COMPANY’S products or sales aids only in the marketing material’s intended country. In addition, RTA may
not, in any unauthorized country: (i) conduct meetings; (ii) engage potential customers; or (iii) conduct any other activity for
the purpose of selling the COMPANY’S products and services.
3.25 - CONFIDENTIALITY
“Confidential Information” means any and all information the COMPANY designates as being confidential or which, under
the circumstances surrounding disclosure, would reasonably be expected to be or ought to be treated as confidential.
Confidential Information includes, without limitation, RTA customer lists and data, pricing, technical information, research,
development, procedures, algorithms, data, designs, know-how, the marketing or promotion of any of the COMPANY’S
products or services, the COMPANY’S business policies, practices or operations, information received from others that the
COMPANY is obligated to treat as confidential and information regarding the COMPANY’S respective parents, subsidiaries
and affiliated agents. Confidential Information also includes supplier commission percentages and related information, commercial secrets, trade secrets, and any internal information of the COMPANY’S. Confidential Information is proprietary and
confidential to the COMPANY. It is provided to the RTA in strictest confidence for the limited use of the RTA to facilitate training, support and to further their business only. RTA hereby agrees that the use of the COMPANY’S customer lists or other lists
or data constitutes a non-exclusive license between RTA and the COMPANY for individual limited use thereof, as more fully
set forth below. Lists, data and information relating to RTA or customers remain, at all times, the exclusive property of the
COMPANY and must be returned to the COMPANY upon request. RTAs receiving such a list, data or information, whether
from the COMPANY or from another source, agree:
i.) To limit the use of a list to the intended scope of the list and to exclusively advance RTA’s YTBTN related business;
ii.) To hold confidential and not disclose any portion thereof to any third party, including, but not limited to, existing
RTAs, competitors, and the general public. Any use or disclosure of lists, outside of those authorized, constitutes misuse,
misappropriation, and a violation of the Agreements, and will cause irreparable harm to the COMPANY ;
iii.) That, upon any violation of this section, RTA agrees that (1) the COMPANY shall be entitled, in addition to any other
rights or remedies available to the COMPANY at law or in equity, to injunctive relief, enjoining such use under applicable
national or local law, and (2) He or she will retrieve and return to the COMPANY all existing lists previously provided
iv.) That intended or unintended misuse of a list, data or information may be cause for termination of an RTA Agreement; and
v.) That the obligations under this section will survive the termination or expiration of the Agreement.
The COMPANY reserves the right to pursue all appropriate remedies under applicable federal, state or local laws to
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protect its rights to the confidential information, proprietary information, and trade secrets of the COMPANY; and any
failure to pursue such remedies in one instance will not constitute a waiver of those rights by the COMPANY in any
other circumstances.
RTAs agree that he or she will not use such lists, data or information to compete with the COMPANY or for any other
purpose other than to promote his/her YTBTN related business activities. If RTAs are found to be in violation of this
section they may be subject to disciplinary action and, in addition, to all other rights and remedies available to the
COMPANY at law or in equity, the COMPANY may seek remedies for compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive
relief and for specific performance to the fullest extent the law makes available.

SECTION 4 – REQUIREMENTS
4.1 – ADHERENCE TO LAWS AND ORDINANCES
It is the responsibility of the RTA to research and obtain information on local laws, licensing or other requirements which may
affect his or her business. RTAs shall comply with all federal, provincial, state, and local laws and regulations in the conduct
of their business. Many cities, counties and provinces have laws regulating certain home-based businesses. In some cases
these ordinances are not applicable to RTA because of the nature of their business. However, RTA must obey those laws that
do apply to them. If a city or county official tells an RTA that an ordinance applies to him or her, RTA shall be polite and
cooperative, and immediately send a copy of the ordinance to the Compliance Department of the COMPANY for immediate
review.
4.2 – DIVORCE OR DISSOLUTION
a.) If married persons or partners who share ownership in an RTA business obtain a divorce or wish to dissolve their partnership, corporation or limited liability business, The COMPANY will continue to treat them pursuant to the controlling party being the designated primary applicant at the time of filing of a petition in a court of jurisdiction for divorce or dissolution, until
such time as The COMPANY receives written notice from both parties or an appropriate court order directing otherwise. The
written notice must be signed by all parties and notarized.
b.) Divorced persons or dissolved partnerships, corporations or limited liability companies must submit to The COMPANY a
certified copy of any legal judgment or decree, or jointly specify in writing to The COMPANY, as to ownership and/or how
future commission and bonus checks should be paid.
4.3 – ACTIONS OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS OR AFFILIATED INDIVIDUALS
If any member of an RTA’s immediate household engages in any activity which, if performed by the RTA, would violate any
provision of the Agreement, such activity will be deemed a violation by the RTA, and the COMPANY may take disciplinary
action pursuant to the Agreement against the RTA. Similarly, if any individual associated in any way with a corporation,
partnership, trust or other entity (collectively “affiliated individual”) violates the Agreement, such action(s) will be deemed a
violation by the entity, and the COMPANY may take disciplinary action against the entity.
4.4 – SALE, TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF A YTBTN BUSINESS
Although a YTBTN business is a privately owned, independently operated business, the sale, transfer or assignment of such
a business entity is not permitted. On occasion, YTBTN may grant an exception to this policy, which must be finalized and
approved and may include fees and limitations. The Compliance Department will, in its sole and absolute discretion, approve or deny the sale, transfer or assignment.
If an RTA wishes to sell his or her business, the following criteria must be met:
a) Protection of the existing line of sponsorship must always be maintained to ensure YTBTN’s business continues to be operated in that line of sponsorship.
b) The buyer or transferee must become qualified as an RTA. If the buyer is an active RTA, he or she must first terminate his
or her original business and wait four (4) calendar months before acquiring any interest in the new business.
c) Before the sale, transfer or assignment can be finalized and approved by YTBTN, any debt obligations the selling RTA has
with YTBTN must be satisfied.
d) The selling RTA must be in good standing and not in violation of any of the terms of the Agreement in order to be eligible
to sell, transfer or assign YTBTN business.
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e) The sale, transfer or assignment must occur six (6) months after the business was obtained by the RTA.
f) YTBTN’s administrative fee for this type of business transfer is $50 and must be submitted
to YTBTN with the appropriate supporting documentation.
Prior to selling a YTBTN business, the selling RTA must notify YTBTN’s Compliance Department of his or her intent to sell
their business. Upon completed execution of the purchase and sale agreement, the parties must submit copies of the same to
the Compliance Department for review, along with the business transfer fee. YTBTN reserves the right to request additional
documentation that may be necessary to analyze the transaction between the buyer and seller.
The Compliance Department will, in its sole and absolute discretion, approve or deny the sale, transfer or assignment within
thirty (30) days after its receipt of all necessary documents from the parties.
If the parties fail to obtain YTBTN’s approval for the transaction, the transfer shall be voided at YTBTN’s option and the business transfer fee will be returned.
If the sale is allowed, the purchaser of the existing business will assume all the obligations of that position of the selling RTA.
An RTA who sells his or her business shall not be eligible to re-apply as an RTA for a period of at least four (4) full calendar
months after the date of the sale.
4.5 – SEPERATION OF AN RTA’S BUSINESS
The COMPANY’S RTAs sometimes operate their business(es) as husband-wife partnerships, regular partnerships, an LLC, corporation, or a trust. At such time as a marriage may end in divorce, or a corporation, LLC partnership or trust (the latter four
entities are collectively referred to herein as “entities”) may dissolve, arrangements must be made to ensure any separation
or division of the business is accomplished so as not to adversely affect the interests of the COMPANY. If the separating parties fail to provide for the best interests of other RTAs and the COMPANY in a timely fashion, The COMPANY will involuntarily terminate the Agreement. During the divorce or entity dissolution process, the parties must adopt one of the following
methods of operation:
a. One of the parties may, with consent of the other(s), operate their business pursuant to an assignment in writing whereby
the relinquishing spouse, shareholders, partners or trustees authorize the COMPANY to deal directly and solely with the
remaining spouse or non-relinquishing shareholder, partner or trustee.
b. The parties may continue to operate their business jointly on a “business-as-usual” basis, whereupon all compensation
paid by the COMPANY will be paid according to the status quo as it existed prior to the divorce filing or dissolution proceedings. This is the default procedure if the parties do not agree on the format set forth above.
Under no circumstances will a YTBTN business of divorcing spouses or a dissolving business entity be divided. Similarly,
under no circumstances will the COMPANY split commission and bonus checks between divorcing spouses or members of
dissolving entities. The COMPANY will recognize only the one, original business and will issue only one commission check
per The COMPANY’S business per commission cycle. Commission checks shall always be issued to the same individual or
entity. In the event that parties to a divorce or dissolution proceeding are unable to resolve a dispute over the disposition
of commissions and ownership of the business in a timely fashion as determined by the COMPANY, the Agreement shall
be involuntarily cancelled. If a former spouse has completely relinquished all rights in the original business pursuant to a
divorce, he or she is thereafter free to enroll under any sponsor of his or her choosing. In the case of business entity dissolutions, the former partner, shareholder, member, or other entity affiliate who retains no interest in the business must wait four
(4) calendar months from the date of the final dissolution before re-enrolling as an RTA. In either case, however, the former
spouse or business affiliate shall have no rights to any former retail customers. They must develop the new business in the
same manner as would any other new RTA. Please note: If a check is not cashed within twelve months, the funds revert back
to the Company.
4.6 - SUCCESSION
Upon the death or incapacitation of an RTA, his or her business may be passed to his or her heirs. Appropriate legal documentation must be submitted to The COMPANY to ensure the transfer is proper. Accordingly, RTA should consult an attorney
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to assist in the preparation of a will or other testamentary instrument. Whenever a business is transferred by a will or other
testamentary process, the beneficiary acquires the right to collect all bonuses and commissions of the deceased or incapacitated provided the following qualifications are met.
The successor(s) must:
a.) Complete and execute an Agreement;
b.) Comply with terms and provisions of the Agreement; and
c.) Meet all of the qualifications for the deceased or incapacitated RTA’s status.
Bonus and commission checks of a business transferred pursuant to this section will be paid in a single check jointly to the devisees.
The devisees must provide the COMPANY with an “address of record” to which all bonus and commission checks will be
sent. If the business is bequeathed to joint devisees, they must form a business entity and acquire a Federal Taxpayer Identification Number. The COMPANY will issue all bonus and commission checks and one 1099 to the business entity.

SECTION 5 – RESPONSIBILITIES OF RTAS
5.1 – CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR TELEPHONE
To ensure timely delivery of products, support materials, and commission checks, it is critically important The COMPANY’S
files are current. Street addresses are required for shipping materials as UPS cannot deliver to a post office box. If an RTA
is planning to move he or she must update any personal information via the “Back Office” function of the replicated Web
site or send the new address and telephone numbers to the COMPANY’S Corporate Offices to the attention of the YTBTN
Support Department as applicable. To guarantee proper delivery, two weeks advance notice must be provided to the COMPANY on all changes.
5.2 – NON-DISPARAGEMENT
The COMPANY wants to provide RTAs with the best products, commission plan, and service in the industry. The COMPANY
values constructive criticisms and comments. All such comments should be submitted in writing to the COMPANY’S Support
Department. While the COMPANY welcomes constructive input, negative comments and remarks made in the field by RTAs
about the COMPANY, its products or services serve no purpose other than to dampen the enthusiasm of the COMPANY’S
other RTAs. For this reason, and to set the proper example, RTAs must not disparage, demean, or make negative remarks
about the COMPANY, other RTAs, the COMPANY’S services and products or COMPANY directors, officers, or employees.
5.3 – REPORTING POLICY VIOLATIONS
RTAs observing a policy violation by another should submit a written report of the violation directly to the attention of the
COMPANY’S Compliance Department. Details of the incidents such as dates, number of occurrences, and persons involved
should be included. Any supporting documentation should be included in the report. Alternatively, these reports may be emailed into the Compliance Department at Compliance@ytb.com.
5.4 – VENDOR CONFIDENTIALITY/COMMUNICATIONS
The COMPANY business relationships with its alliances, vendors, suppliers, associates or former employees within or outside
the corporate workplace are confidential, proprietary, and not to be circumvented by either the RTA or the vendor. RTA may
not contact any representative of any travel supplier or vendor of the COMPANY. RTA shall not negotiate with vendors or
suppliers in any industry on behalf of the COMPANY, including, but not limited to, attempting to negotiate with any vendor
or supplier for broker’s fees, finder’s fees, commissions or any other fees for arranging a possible transaction between the
vendor and/or supplier and the COMPANY. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event RTA does arrange a transaction between the COMPANY and a third party, such RTA will not be entitled to any brokers, finders, commission or other fee from
the COMPANY or any of its affiliated entities. The COMPANY’S vendor commission levels are confidential and proprietary
and cannot be expressed to the public.
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SECTION 6 – SALES REQUIREMENTS
6.1 – PRODUCT SALES
The COMPANY’S commission structure is based on the sale of the COMPANY’S services and products to end consumers.
In order to earn commissions, RTAs must guide customers to their website to book travel, purchase products, or to assist their
customers in limited fashion as outlined in these policies, (as well as meet other responsibilities set forth in the Agreement) to
be eligible for commissions. A customer may not be abandoned under any circumstances while a transaction is pending; the
RTA must make themselves available for changes, cancellations or other questions or reasonable requests from the customer.
It is extremely important to utilize the services of the Support Department if RTAs or customers have questions about the purchase process. Feel free to contact the Support Department at anytime for assistance or questions.

SECTION 7 – BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS
7.1 – BONUS AND COMMISSION QUALIFICATIONS
An RTA must be active and in compliance with the Agreement to qualify for commissions. So long as an RTA complies with
the terms of the Agreement and these Policies and Procedures, the COMPANY shall pay commissions in accordance with the
existing commission structure. Commissions are earned by RTAs and payable only upon completion of product purchased
and receipt of vendor commission by the COMPANY. The minimum amount for which the COMPANY will issue a check is
$10.00. If commissions do not equal or exceed $10.00, the COMPANY will accrue the commissions and bonuses until they
total $10.00. A check will be issued once $10.00 has been accrued.
7.2 – ADJUSTMENT TO BONUSES AND COMMISSIONS
RTAs receive commission based on the actual sales and completion of products and services by the end consumers. When
products or services are cancelled and the customer is entitled to a refund, no commission will be paid, regardless of the
reason for cancellation. The COMPANY will deduct from all bonus and commission checks issued a check issuance/data
processing fee of $1.50.
7.3 – REPLACEMENT CHECKS
Upon request, COMPANY will issue a replacement check for a lost or stolen check; however, a $15.00 service fee will be
assessed on any request made within twenty-one (21) business days of the issue date of the check. Conversely, after twentyone (21) business days a replacement check may be reissued at no cost to the RTA.
7.4 – RETURNED COMMISSION CHECKS
The COMPANY shall use their commercially reasonable efforts to ensure RTAs receive their commission checks. However,
when a check is returned to the COMPANY because an RTA has moved without providing the COMPANY with a forwarding address or the check is returned or is not presented for payment for some other reason beyond the control of the COMPANY, the check amount shall be credited to the RTA’s account ninety (90) days after its date of issue and will be subject to a
credit maintenance fee. All payments and credits from the COMPANY that are not claimed or cashed within one (1) year of
issuance will be rescinded and remain the property of the COMPANY.
7.5 - REPORTS
All information provided by the COMPANY in online or telephonic reports, including but not limited to personal and group
sales volume (or any part thereof) is believed to be accurate and reliable. Due to various factors including, but not limited
to, the inherent possibility of human and mechanical error; the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of orders; denial of
credit card and electronic check payments; returned products; credit card and electronic check charge-backs; the information is not guaranteed by the COMPANY or any persons creating or transmitting the information.
ALL PERSONAL AND GROUP SALES VOLUME INFORMATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTIES, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER.
IN PARTICULAR BUT WITHOUT LIMITATION THERE SHALL BE NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON INFRINGEMENT. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW,
THE COMPANY AND/OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING OR TRANSMITTING THE INFORMATION WILL IN NO EVENT BE
LIABLE TO ANY RTA OR ANYONE ELSE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES THAT ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF OR ACCESS TO PERSONAL AND GROUP SALES VOLUME
INFORMATION (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, BONUSES, OR COMMISSIONS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITY, AND DAMAGES THAT MAY RESULT FROM INACCURACY, INCOMPLETENESS, INCONVENIENCE, DELAY, OR
LOSS OF THE USE OF THE INFORMATION), EVEN IF THE COMPANY OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING OR TRANSMITTING THE INFORMATION SHALL HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. TO THE FULLEST
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THE COMPANY OR OTHER PERSONS CREATING OR TRANSMITTING THE INFORMATION
SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY TO RTA OR ANYONE ELSE UNDER ANY TORT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, PRODUCTS LIABILITY OR OTHER
THEORY WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT
Access to and use of COMPANY’S online and telephone compensation reporting services is provided to the RTA “as is”.
If an RTA has questions on the accuracy, they are advised to immediately bring those discrepancies to the attention of the
Customer Support Department.

SECTION 8 – REFUNDS AND INVENTORY RETURNS
8.1 – CANCELLATION GUARANTEE
The COMPANY offers a 100%, five (5) business day money-back satisfaction guarantee on license fees, marketing tools
and/or sales aids to all RTAs by calling YTBTN and requesting the refund within five (5) business days of payment; provided, however, that each is non-refundable thereafter. Call (618) 655-9477 Ext 2 (Customer Support) to make the request
(please have the billing address, RTA ID number and the credit card number used for payment when calling.
8.2 - RETURNS FOR RESIDENTS OF CERTAIN STATES AND PUERTO RICO
The following only applies to RTAs who are residents of Puerto Rico, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Wyoming and any other state that may require the following:
a) An RTA in this multilevel marketing plan has a right to cancel at any time, regardless of reason. Cancellation can be
submitted in writing to the COMPANY at its principal business address, cancellations@ytb.com, or by calling our Customer
Support Department (618-655-9477).
b) If an RTA has purchased products from the COMPANY or paid for administrative services during the term of the Agreement, the COMPANY shall repurchase all unencumbered literature and sales aids which are in reasonably resalable or
reusable condition. Such repurchase shall be at a price not less than 90% of the original net cost to the RTA returning the
items. Original net cost shall mean the amount paid for the items less any consideration received by the Sponsor for sales
of the items being returned made by or through the RTA. Items are deemed “resalable or reusable” if they are returned in
unused, commercially resalable condition, and items no longer marketed must be returned within one year of discontinuance
unless the COMPANY informs the RTA of such discontinuance prior to purchase. c) The repayment of all administrative fees
and cost of services shall be at not less than 90% of the cost to the RTA of such fees and services and shall reflect all administrative services that have not, at the time of termination been provided to the RTA. The COMPANY shall further refund at
not less than 90% of the cost to the RTA any other consideration paid by the RTA to the COMPANY in order to participate in
the program. The RTA shall be held responsible for all shipping expenses incurred in returning sales aids or products to the
COMPANY.
MONTANA RESIDENTS: A Montana resident may cancel his or her RTA Agreement within fifteen (15) days from the date of
registration, and may return his or her products for a full refund within such time period.
8.3 - RETURNS FOR RESIDENTS OF OTHER STATES
Upon cancellation of an RTA Agreement, the RTA may return his or her sales aids held in his or her inventory for a refund.
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RTA may only return product that he or she personally purchased from the COMPANY (purchases from other RTAs or third
parties are not subject to refund) and which are in resalable condition (see Definition of “Resalable” in Glossary below) and
which have been purchased within one year prior to the date of cancellation. Upon receipt of the materials and sales aids,
the RTA will be reimbursed 90% of the net cost of the original purchase price(s).
Shipping charges incurred by an RTA when the sales aids were purchased will not be refunded. If the purchases were made
through a credit card, the refund will be credited back to the same account. If an RTA was paid a commission based on a
product that he or she purchased, and such product is subsequently returned for a refund, the commission that was paid to
the RTA based on that product purchase will be deducted from the amount of the refund.
CANADIAN RESIDENTS ONLY: All timely cancellations are effective when received in writing by the COMPANY so long as
cancellation is received by the COMPANY in accordance with the terms below. For RTAs in Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Yukon, Nunavut, The Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Newfoundland, New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island, the following terms apply:
STATEMENT OF CANCELLATION RIGHTS/BUYER’S RIGHT TO CANCEL
You may cancel this contract from the day you enter into the contract until 10 days after you receive a copy of the contract.
You do not need a reason to cancel. If you do not receive the goods or services within 30 days of the date stated in the
contract, you may cancel this contract within one year of the contract date. You lose that right if you accept delivery after
the 30 days. There are other grounds for extended cancellation. For more information, you may contact your provincial/territorial consumer affairs office. If you cancel this contract, the seller has 15 days to refund your money and any trade-in, or
the cash value of the trade-in. You must then return the goods. To cancel, you must give notice of cancellation by writing to
the COMPANY’S Home Office at 3 Ginger Creek Village Drive, Glen Carbon, IL 62034 or via fax at 618-659-9591. You
must give notice of cancellation by a method that will allow you to prove that you gave notice, including registered mail, fax
or by personal delivery.
Manitoba Residents Only: You may give notice of cancellation to Mr. Robert Hucal c/o Monk Goodwin, Barristers and Solicitors, 800 Centra Gas Building, 444 St. Mary Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C 3T1 or you may deliver it there yourself.
Nova Scotia Residents Only: You may give notice of cancellation via fax, mail or personal delivery to: Mr. Charles Reagh,
Suite 900, 1959 Upper Water Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3N2.
LE PROVINCE DU NOUVEAU BRUNSWICK – DROIT DE RÉSILIATION DE L’ACHETEUR
Vous pouvez résilier le présent contrat àcompter de la date de conclusion du contrat, et ce, pendant une période de 10
jours après la réception d’une copie du contrat. Vous n’avez pas besoin de donner une raison pour résilier le contrat. Si
vous ne recevez pas le bien ou le service au cours des 30 jours qui suivent la date indiquée dans le contrat, vous avez un
an, àcompter de la date du contrat, pour résilier le contrat. Toutefois, vous perdez ce droit de résiliation si vous acceptez la
livraison après la période de 30 jours. Le droit de résiliation peut être prolongépour d’autres raisons. Pour de plus amples
renseignments, communiquez avec votre bureau provincial/territorial de la consommation. Si vous résiliez le présent contrat, le vendeur doit, dans les 15 jours qui suivent, vous rembourser toute somme que vous lui avez versée et vous remettre
tout bien qu’il a pris en échange ou la somme correspondant àla valeur de ce denier. Vous devez alors retourner le bien
acheté. Pour résilier le présent contrat, il vous suffit de donner un avis de résiliation àl’adresse mentionnée dans ce contrat.
L’avis doit être donnépar un moyen qui vous permet de prouver que l’avis a réellement étédonné, y compris par courrier
recommandé, télécopieur ou remise en personne.

SECTION 9 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION & DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS
9.1 – DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
Violation of the Agreement, violation of any common law duty, including but not limited to, any applicable duty of loyalty,
any illegal, fraudulent, deceptive or unethical business conduct, or any act or omission by an RTA that, in the sole discretion
of the COMPANY may damage its reputation or goodwill (such act or omission need not be related to a YTBTN business),
may result, at the COMPANY’S discretion, in one or more of the following corrective measures:
a. Issuance of a written warning or admonition;
b. Requiring the RTA to take immediate corrective measures;
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c. Imposition of a fine, which may be withheld from bonus and commission checks.
d. Loss of rights to one or more bonus and commission checks;
e. The COMPANY may withhold from an RTA all or part of the RTA’s bonuses and commissions during the period that YTBTN
is investigating any conduct allegedly in violation of the Agreement. If a YTBTN business is cancelled for disciplinary reasons, RTA will not be entitled to recover any commissions withheld during the investigation period;
f. Suspension of the individual’s RTA Agreement for one or more pay periods;
g. Probationary period during which time any further infractions of the Agreement will result in termination of a YTBTN business.
h. Termination of the offender’s Agreement;
i. Any other measure expressly allowed within any provision of the Agreement or which the COMPANY deems practicable
to implement and appropriate to equitably resolve injuries caused partially or exclusively by policy violation or contractual
breach; or
j. In situations deemed appropriate, the COMPANY may institute legal, including criminal, proceedings for monetary,
criminal and/or equitable relief exclusive of the procedures outlined in Sections 9.4 and 9.5 below.
k. the COMPANY reserves the right to accept or deny any application or terminate anyone for any reason such as past or
current felony convictions, acts of moral turpitude or other actions which, would harm the reputation of the COMPANY or its
current shareholders at the sole discretion of the COMPANY.
9.2 – GRIEVANCES AND COMPLAINTS
When an RTA has a grievance or complaint with another RTA regarding any practice or conduct in relationship to their
respective businesses, the complaining RTA should first report the problem to the COMPANY’S Compliance Department at
compliance@ytb.com. If the matter involves interpretation or violation of the COMPANY’S policies, the Compliance Department will review the facts and attempt to resolve it. If it is not resolved, it will be referred to the Dispute Resolution Board for
final review and determination.
9.3 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION BOARD
The purpose of the Dispute Resolution Board (“DRB”) is to: (1) review appeals of disciplinary sanctions; and (2) review matters between the COMPANY’S RTAs. After the response or settlement instituted by the Compliance Department has been denied or otherwise remains unresolved, upon written request, the DRB reviews evidence, deliberates, and responds to current
outstanding issues on a collective basis. An RTA may submit a written appeal within fifteen (15) business days from the date
of: (i) the written notice by the COMPANY of disciplinary action; or (ii) the written decision of the Compliance Department,
as applicable, regarding disputes between RTAs. All communication with the COMPANY and the RTA seeking resolution of
a dispute must be in writing and sent via U.S. Mail. It is within the DRB’s discretion whether a claim is accepted for review. If
the DRB agrees to review the matter, the DRB shall schedule a hearing within ten (10) business days of receipt of the written
request. All evidence (e.g., documents, exhibits, etc.) RTA desires to have considered by the DRB must be submitted to the
COMPANY with the written request for a review with the DRB. The decision of the Dispute Resolution Board will be final and
subject to no further review, except as provided in Sections 9.4 and 9.5 below. During the pendency of the claim before the
DRB, RTA waives right to pursue arbitration or any other remedy. The DRB will be made up of a minimum of three mid- to
senior-level management personnel of the COMPANY and two RTAs with at least one year of active status in the COMPANY.
All members will be selected by the COMPANY.
9.4 - MEDIATION
Prior to instituting any arbitration as provided in Section 9.5 below, the parties shall meet in good faith and attempt to resolve any dispute arising from or relating to the Agreement through non-binding mediation. One individual who is mutually
acceptable to the parties shall be appointed as mediator. The mediator’s fees and costs, as well as the costs of holding and
conducting the mediation, shall be divided equally between the parties. Each party shall pay its portion of the anticipated
fees and costs at least ten (10) days in advance of the mediation.
Each party shall pay its own attorney fees, costs, and individual expenses associated with conducting and attending the
mediation. Mediation shall be held in Wood River, Illinois and shall last no more than two (2) business days.
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9.5 - ARBITRATION
If mediation is unsuccessful, any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the Agreement, or the breach thereof, shall
be settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and
judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. RTAs waive all
rights to trial by jury or by any court. All arbitration proceedings shall be held in Wood River, Illinois, unless the laws of the
state in which an RTA resides expressly require the application of its laws, in which case the arbitration shall be held in the
capital of that state. All parties shall be entitled to all discovery rights pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. There
shall be one arbitrator, an attorney at law, who shall have expertise in business law transactions with a strong preference
being an attorney knowledgeable in the direct selling industry, selected from the panel which the American Arbitration Panel
provides. Each party to the arbitration shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses of arbitration, including legal
and filing fees. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties and may, if necessary, be reduced to
a judgment in any court of competent jurisdiction. This agreement to arbitration shall survive any termination or expiration
of the Agreement. Nothing in the Agreement shall prevent the COMPANY from applying to and obtaining from any court
having jurisdiction a writ of attachment, a temporary injunction, preliminary injunction, permanent injunction or other relief
available to safeguard and protect the COMPANY’S interest prior to, during or following the filing of any arbitration or
other proceeding or pending the rendition of a decision or award in connection with any arbitration or other proceeding.
Intellectual Property and/or Trademark infringements are specifically excluded from arbitration.
9.6 - GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
Jurisdiction and venue of any matter not subject to arbitration shall reside exclusively in Madison County, State of Illinois.
The Federal Arbitration Act shall govern all matters relating to arbitration. The law of the State of Illinois shall govern all
matters relating to or arising from the Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, and the arbitration provision in Section
9.5, residents of the State of Louisiana shall be entitled to bring an action against the COMPANY in their home forum and
pursuant to Louisiana law.

SECTION 10 – PAYMENT AND SHIPPING
10.1 –RETURNED CHECKS
All checks returned by an RTA’s bank for insufficient funds will be re-submitted for payment. A $25.00 returned check fee
will be charged to the account of the RTA. After receiving a returned check from a customer or RTA, all future orders must be
paid by credit card, money order or cashier’s check. Any outstanding balance owed to the COMPANY by an RTA for NSF
checks and returned check fees will be withheld from subsequent bonus and commission checks.
10.2 –SALES TAXES
RTAs will pay sales tax based on the suggested retail price of the product.
***Canada - The parties acknowledge that the commissions payable by the COMPANY to YTBTN or an RTA under the
COMPANY’S Compensation Plan and Policies and Procedures are subject to GST goods and services tax (“GST”), if RTA
is a GST registrant. A GST registrant is a person who is registered as a collector with the CRA Canada Revenue Agency or
should be so registered because his or her business revenues from all sources (not including employment income for which
he or she receives a T4 information slip from an employer) exceeds $30,000 annually in four consecutive quarters (or
$30,000 in a single quarter, in which case registration is required at end of that quarter).
Accordingly, the COMPANY shall pay GST to such RTA on such commissions which shall be remitted by such RTA to the
Receiver General for Canada. The COMPANY shall only pay GST to RTAs who provide the COMPANY with a valid GST
Business number. Annually, or earlier if an RTA’s GST status changes (eg., he or she registers for GST), each RTA must notify
the COMPANY by completing and executing a new COMPANY GST form and submitting same to the COMPANY within ten
(10) days of the applicable annual deadline, or such change in status, as the case may be.
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SECTION 11 – INACTIVITY AND CANCELLATION
11.1 - EFFECT OF CANCELLATION
As long as an RTA remains active until the next pay cycle and complies with the terms of the Agreement, the COMPANY
shall pay commissions to such RTA in accordance with the existing and current commission structure. An RTA’s bonuses and
commissions constitute the entire consideration for efforts in generating sales and all activities related to generating product
sales. Following an RTA’s non-renewal of his or her Agreement, written cancellation for inactivity, or voluntary or involuntary
cancellation of his or her Agreement (all of these methods are collectively referred to as “cancellation”), the former RTA
shall have no right, title, claim or interest to any pending commissions related to future travel booked or products purchased
through their Business. An RTA whose business is cancelled will lose all rights as an RTA. This includes the right to market the
COMPANY’S products and services and the right to receive future commissions, bonuses, or other income.
In the event of cancellation, RTA agrees to waive all rights they may have, including but not limited to property rights, to
any bonuses, commissions or other remuneration derived from product sales or other activities of his or her former business.
Following an RTA’s cancellation of their Agreement, the former RTA shall not hold himself or herself out as an RTA of the
COMPANY and shall not have the right to sell the COMPANY’S products or services. An RTA whose Agreement is cancelled shall receive commissions and bonuses only for the last full pay period he or she was active prior to cancellation (less
any amounts withheld during an investigation preceding an involuntary cancellation). Travel services booked or products
purchased by an active RTA and/or customer prior to a voluntary or involuntary cancellation are the property of the COMPANY and will not be transferred to any other travel agency, company, or vendor.
11.2 – INVOLUNTARY CANCELLATION
An RTA’s violation of any of the terms of the Agreement, including any amendments that may be made by the COMPANY at
its sole discretion, may result in any of the sanctions listed in previous section, including the involuntary cancellation of his or
her Agreement. Cancellation shall be effective on the date on which written notice is mailed, e-mailed, faxed, or delivered
to an express courier for delivery to the RTA’s last known address, email address, fax number, or his or her attorney, or when
RTA received actual notice of cancellation, whichever occurs first YTBTN reserves the right to terminate all RTA Agreements
upon thirty (30) days written notice in the event it elects to: (i) cease business operations; (ii) dissolve as a corporate entity;
(iii) merges or sells substantially all of its assets, and the successor desires to cease existing business operations; (iv) terminate distribution of its services; or (v) change its business model.
11.3 – VOLUnTARY CAnCELLATIOn
A participant in a YTBTN business has a right to cancel at any time, regardless of reason. Cancellation must be made by
calling (618) 655-9477 Ext 2 (Customer Support) or by emailing cancellations@ytb.com and make the request. Please have
the billing address, RTA ID number and the credit card number used to sign up when calling. An RTA may also submit a
cancellation request in writing via mail to 3 Ginger Creek Village Drive, Glen Carbon, IL 62034

SECTION 12 – GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ACTIVE CUSTOMER
A Customer who purchases the COMPANY’S products and services by or through an RTA.
AGREEMENT
The contract between the COMPANY and each RTA includes the RTA Application and Agreement, the COMPANY Policies
and Procedures, the COMPANY Compensation Plan, the Business Entity Registration Form (where appropriate), and all in
their current form and as amended by the COMPANY at its sole discretion. These documents are collectively referred to as
the “Agreement.”
CANCEL
The termination of a RTA’s business. Cancellation may be either voluntary, involuntary, or through non-renewal.
COMMISSIONS AND BONUSES
All compensation paid to a qualified RTA.
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COMPEnSATIOn PLAn
The plan offered by the COMPANY which sets forth the compensation provided to RTAs for the sale of travel products and
services.
ID nUMbER
The identification number assigned by the COMPANY for all company identification purposes.
OFFICIAL MATERIAL
Literature, audio or video tapes, disks, and other materials developed, printed, published and distributed by the COMPANY
to RTAs.
RTA
Person who purchases a Travel Program for an initial fee plus $59.95 monthly (plus any applicable fees or taxes including
a processing fee of $1.50 per month).
SPOnSOR
The person selling the travel website to an individual.
TRAVEL AGEnT
An RTA who has enrolled in, paid for, and completed all “E-campus” travel training modules. TRAVEL WEBSITE
The business an RTA purchases for an initial fee plus a monthly (plus any other applicable fees or taxes including a
processing fee).

SECTION 13 – RTA TERMS AND CONDITIONS
13.1 - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The undersigned hereby represents, warrants, covenants and agrees with YTBTN as follows:
a) The undersigned RTA is of legal age in the state in which RTA resides. RTA will support YTBTN by promoting and making
travel sales during the duration of the Agreement. RTA hereby represents and warrants to YTBTN that (i) RTA has no obligations to or relationships with other parties that would (a) present a conflict with carrying out the duties under the Agreement, (b) prevent RTA from carrying out the duties under the Agreement, or (c) present a significant potential for disclosure
of information to YTBTN that is not publicly known and that RTA is obligated to a third party to keep confidential, (ii) RTA’s
execution and performance of the Agreement does not and will not violate the legal or contractual rights of any third party,
(iii) RTA has the power and authority to execute, deliver and perform the Agreement and (iv) all information and materials
submitted to YTBTN are true and correct, including but not limited to RTA’s Social Security Number and/or Federal Employee
Identification Number.
b) RTA acknowledges and agrees that RTA is not guaranteed any income, profits or success by virtue of RTA’s position with
YTBTN, and RTA certifies that no such representations or warranties have been made to RTA. RTA shall not make any false or
misleading statements about the RTA position.
c) RTA is authorized and licensed by YTBTN to act as an RTA for YTBTN and shall receive RTA’s own personalized YTBTN
travel website created and hosted by YTBTN. RTA further acknowledges and agrees that YTBTN’s trademarks, service marks,
trade names, patents and copyrighted materials are owned exclusively by YTBTN and/or its affiliated companies, and that
use of such intellectual property by RTA shall be in compliance with the Agreement.
d) RTA understands that YTBTN does not provide a sales program or a marketing plan regarding to customer gathering or
the selling of travel products, and that RTA is responsible for determining his or her own customer gathering and travel product selling methods; provided, however, that at all times RTA shall comply with the obligations and restrictions set forth in the
immediately preceding Section of these Terms and Conditions and the Agreement.
e) YTBTN shall pay to RTA a share of the commissions received by YTBTN from third party vendors, in connection with travel
and travel related sales booked through RTA’s website and travel booked directly through the vendor, in accordance with
YTBTN commission structure, which is incorporated herein by this reference, as the same may be modified, changed or
amended from time to time in YTBTN’s sole discretion. RTA travel sales commissions are earned by RTA and payable to RTA
only upon completion of online booked travel and, as to vendor direct bookings, the receipt by YTBTN of the Commission
Claim Form from RTA prior to the travel date of the RTA referred travel order. RTA may also become eligible for special travel
opportunities and prices available to YTBTN RTAs from travel product vendors from time to time.
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RTA understands that benefits offered by travel and tourism vendors to travel agents are discretionary privileges offered by
travel vendors. YTBTN is not responsible for the availability, if at all, of such benefits and does not make any express or
implied warranties with respect to such benefits.
f) The Agreement will become binding and effective upon YTBTN’s acceptance at its home office in Wood River, Illinois.
g) Travel customers deal exclusively with YTBTN except as expressly directed and authorized in advance to RTA by YTBTN,
and RTA may not:
i. Receive travel customer payments in cash or charge a “booking” or “service” fee to any travel customer.
ii. Issue travel tickets or documents for any travel customer.
iii. Process travel customer refunds.
iv. Act in any manner, or assist other RTAs in acting in any manner, to cause pending travel and travel related product
and service orders to be cancelled or to be transferred to a travel agency other than YTBTN.
h) The Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and their respective heirs and permitted successors and assigns.
i) RTA agrees to indemnify and hold harmless YTBTN, its parents, subsidiaries and affiliates, and their shareholders, officers, agents, employees and directors, from and against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, losses, damages, costs or
expenses, including but not limited to, court costs and attorneys’ fees, asserted against, or suffered or incurred by, any of them
by reason of, arising out of, resulting from or in any way connected with, directly or indirectly, RTA’s (1) activities as an RTA,
including without limitation, any unauthorized representations made by RTA or any errors or omissions made by RTA in connection with RTA’s business, (2) breach of the terms of the Agreement or (3) violation of or failure to comply with any applicable federal, state or local law or regulation, whether or not litigation is commenced. YTBTN shall have the right to offset any
amounts owed to RTA hereunder against the amount of any commissions, bonuses or other amounts owed to RTA from YTBTN.
j) RTA HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT WILL YTBTN OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATED COMPANIES BE LIABLE UNDER THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, THE COMMISSIONS
PLAN OR THE AGREEMENT, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SIMILAR DAMAGES, EVEN IF YTBTN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
k) Except as more fully set forth in the Policies and Procedures, RTA is eligible to receive a refund for products, services (except actual travel booked) and literature purchased by RTA, less a 10% handling fee, if RTA chooses to terminate the Agreement and return the products and services in resalable currently marketable condition within twelve (12) months of purchase.
l) RTA agrees that upon breach of the Agreement YTBTN will be immediately and irreparably harmed and cannot be made
whole solely by monetary damages. RTA agrees that the remedy at law for any breach of any provision of the Agreement
shall be inadequate and that, in addition to any other remedies at law or in equity that it may have, YTBTN shall be entitled,
without the necessity of proving actual damages or posting bond, to temporary or permanent injunctive relief to prevent the
breach of any provision of the Agreement, and/or to compel specific performance of the Agreement.
m) YTBTN shall be entitled to its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, in enforcing its rights under the
Agreement.
n) If under any applicable law or rule of any applicable jurisdiction, any provision of the Agreement is held to be invalid
or unenforceable, the remainder of the Agreement will be interpreted as best to effect the intent of the parties hereto. The
remaining provisions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and affect and shall not be affected by the illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provision or by its severance from the Agreement. In addition to any other provision set forth in the Policies
and Procedures that survive termination or expiration of the Agreement, the provisions of Section 13 Subsections (a), (h), (i),
(l), (n), (p), and (r) of these Terms and Conditions shall survive the expiration or termination hereof.
o) The Agreement may be signed and transmitted by facsimile machine and, if so, is intended by RTA to and will be treated
as an original document with original signatures and considered to have the same binding effect as an original document
with original signatures.
p) An individual’s continued participation in the YTBTN RTA business constitutes acceptance of and adherence to this
Agreement as published and amended.
q) The Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between RTA and YTBTN, supersedes all prior agreements and no other
promises, representations, guarantees or agreements of any kind shall be valid unless in writing and signed by both parties.
r) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Louisiana residents may bring an action against YTBTN with jurisdiction
and venue as provided by Louisiana law, and a Montana resident may cancel within 15 days from the date of enrollment
and may receive a full refund of all amounts paid to YTBTN.
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SIGNATURE BELOW INDICATES THAT RTA HAS READ, UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES TO THESE POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES CONTAINED IN THIS AND PREVIOUS 23 PAGES.
Signature:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Printed Name:_________________________________________________________________________________________
Date:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
ID Number:____________________________________________________________________________________________

